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Preface
One of my earliest memories is staring at my mother’s boyfriend holding a gun against
my father’s temple. My dad can’t describe what happened or even remember that day without
prompting, but I can. If I close my eyes, I can see my dad’s chest puffed out, fists clenched. I
can hear him say, “Go ahead. Shoot me.” I can’t recall anything after this, how the situation
deescalated, how my dad walked away alive, how I reacted to the violence. As someone who
has lived through too many of traumatic experiences, I’ve noticed many of my memories
surrounding trauma are fragments, where I have access to only small images or phrases. The
rest, in a tornado spinning. A similar experience occurs for me when writing flash-fiction,
given that the form’s so condensed. A piece of flash can hold only onto a moment, an image,
a word, a feeling, that’s all. Miscellaneous information falls away, both for the reader and the
text, exactly like memory. In this critical preface, I will discuss how my thesis project, while the
sun breaks up in the sky, came into existence, what type of work it is, the poetics of my text, and
I’ll provide an evaluation of my work. In doing so, I hope readers will see how my project is
an exploration not only of identity, but of trauma, invested in the relationship between trauma
and storytelling, both in the stories we tell others and the one’s we keep.
Developing while the sun breaks up in the sky
When I began writing my manuscript, I had no idea where it would go, look like, or
take me. Which my mother would be all for. She’d remind me that the great voyagers
discovered beauty in the unknown. But, she’d say this with the luxury of not struggling and
having to produce something. As I began thinking about what I wanted to write for my thesis
year, I was only sure of one thing— I wanted something hybrid. I had just taken my first
poetry class and fallen in love with the genre. For my final project, the thought of leaving
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poetry behind didn’t sit well with me, so I knew I needed to have access to both poetry and
prose, to write in different forms, to use different techniques, and to follow whatever a piece
of work asked of me.
In terms of content, I wanted to create a story for other queer people of color. Growing
up, I never saw my identity represented in media. I still can recall the moment I discovered
Benjamin Sáenz’s Aristotle and Dante Discover the Secrets of the Universe, how I read his book almost
nightly. For the first time in my life, I found a story about a gay Mexican-American that did
not end in tragedy or focus only on catholic guilt or coming out. The story explored friendship
and family and how to exist in the world: all important things I wish I could have read as child
but didn’t get to experience until I was twenty-two. Much too old for my liking. Unacceptable,
especially when you think about how many other people are not represented in a text. For this
reason, I always thought my thesis would be a young adult book.
But then, life happened. Imagine this—you’re home for winter vacation, trying to
forget the trauma of school by partying with your friends on the weekends and having short
love affairs during weeknights, when all of a sudden, after a pseudo-walk-of-shame, your sister
rushes out of her house, where you’re staying, and tells you, “my ex is killing herself.” That’s
how this thesis project came into existence, without warning or preparation.
I first started writing about the events surrounding the death of Nikiya, my sister’s exgirlfriend, in my journal. She died in late December, 2017, only a few weeks before the school
semester started. Once classes resumed, I found myself in a flash-fiction course, and during
one of our first classes, my professor Lex Williford made us create a rorschach, which involves
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staining some paper with ink and letting random shapes appear. My professor then had us
form a list of 10 things we saw in the image and write a story using those words.
My piece about Nikiya surprised me, my classmates, and my instructor, who even went
so far to tell me, “This is the most authentic work I’ve ever seen from you.” It wasn’t until my
classmates and my instructor asked me if my work was for my thesis project that I actually
started playing with the idea.
Truthfully, I didn’t want to work on this project. I had limited knowledge about flash
fiction, had hardly read any, didn’t know if I could deal with the emotional weight of
everything, and already had another project in mind. But my work for class kept surprising
me. Kept challenging me. A feeling I hadn’t had for a long time, which ultimately led me to
write a creative non-fiction novella-in-flash.
After committing to this project, I still wanted my manuscript to be as queer as possible,
creating a narrative that celebrates queer lives. Making this a reality proved difficult, given my
work initially only centered on suicide. The more I wrote and explored autobiographical
experiences, the more I realized my manuscript wouldn’t be the queer revolutionary story I
wanted. Yes, it would center on queer people of color— my sister, Nikiya, me. Yes, it would
touch on some of the traditional queer narratives, such as coming out, sexual promiscuity,
family rejection. But it wouldn’t create a fantasy for others to wish for, to be part of someone’s
bedtime routine.
What my project provides is more of a display of queer lives living and navigating life,
figuring out how to exist. I like to think of my manuscript as a survival guide, how to live
when the world keeps beating you down, not only from family, but strangers and even yourself.
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Let’s take a look at one of my pieces to explore this theme. One of the earliest flash
stories to occur in the manuscript has my mother ironing her clothes, getting ready for work,
subtly discussing the dangers of dating: "poor girl has too much air inside her. [nikiya] can’t
think straight.” Here, my mother’s pointing out how one can get consumed by a relationship,
how emotional distress turns into a physical problem. An important lesson to remind readers
of, especially given how the media glorifies toxic relationships and how queer relationships
have no role models.
In order to make this lesson linger with readers, I tried to present it with a lasting image.
In the same flash piece mentioned above, toward the end, the narrator wonders about the
side-effects of leaving heartache untreated:
i imagine how air accumulates in the head. i imagine it comes from
lovers, from breathing them in. & when they leave, the air rises equal
to the tears shed over them, until someone’s a thick-headed balloon,
over-heated & ready to burst.
Through the image, readers can understand heartbreak in a tangible fashion, not just
conceptually. Which happens when providing a physical manifestation of a moral lesson: an
abstract concept translates into something physical readers can take with them. In addition,
since readers learn later on Nikiya suffocates herself, they contextualize the moral lessons as
being life and death, a law to live by. Most of my pieces follow a similar pattern.
I also had the goal of humanizing suicide in my manuscript, which I do touch on, but
not as much as I originally thought I would. I explore this theme only through presenting
Nikiya as someone who’s dynamic, someone who has endured a lot of trauma. One of the
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biggest struggles in drafting was trying to figure out if I had to provide direct commentary on
suicide or if I could simply present scenes and memories of Nikiya, let those moments give
my answer about the dangers of hurting one’s self.
I didn’t realize I’d be discussing so many other topics in this manuscript. Talking about
my mother, father, grandma, siblings, boyfriends, school work, rape, etc. I also didn’t notice
that most of my narratives dealt with violence—not just the violence inflicted by others, but
the after effects, how experiencing violence makes us more violent toward ourselves, how
PTSD lives in both the body and mind. I initially didn’t even see how much trauma had
appeared on the pages until my thesis director pointed it out, said, “You’ve been through a
lot. I’m so sorry.”
Equally surprising to me is how much family history and oral tradition is used in here.
Most of my flash pieces begin with a story unrelated to the present moment, something I’ve
lived through or heard, typically related to family or friends. Only after detailing the memory
does the flash piece transition to the present scene.
For instance, in the same flash mentioned above, the scene begins with, “my mother
swears she had air in her brain when she was young—that explains why she left us. the first
time, she didn’t notice. her boyfriend was weed she kept between her lips.” Beginning my flash
with a memory of my mother functions as a frame, prepares readers for what the future
content will explore. In this narrative’s case, Nikiya also suffering from air in the brain, both
in the present moment and the future, when she inevitably inhales helium to pass out while
suffocating herself.
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Halfway through the narrative, after finishing the memory, the text shifts: “my mom
never told me how she let out all the trapped air in her head or how it even got in there. but
that’s what my mom’s saying about nikiya right now….” The movement between memory
and space, not to mention time, mirror each other. For this flash piece, Nikiya having air in
her brain is not an isolated case. The narrator’s witnessed it before, in the narrator’s mother.
The text reveals how destructive this was for the narrator’s mother, which foreshadows how
it will have the same hold on Nikiya: “the last time she disappeared, [my mother’s] ex-husband
put a gun to her forehead & she fled back home, sofa-ed herself into her mother’s arms.…”
Pairing multiple stories within a single text creates more meaning, more emotion. Contrasting
a personal narrative against an event unrelated imbues the outside with a personal attachment,
making the current experience lived both an event from the past and present.
Once I discovered my flash pieces followed this pattern, I figured out storytelling in
my manuscript’s directly related to how the narrator contextualizes reality and moves through
spaces. That’s perhaps the most evident feature in my project. The way to deal with grief and
trauma requires surfacing stories we keep, not just one’s we experience, but also from those
we hear. This notion makes sense to me, is also a sentiment echoed in Rahna Reiko Rizzuto
essay “How Writing Fiction Helps Me Give Shape to the Chaos of Trauma.”
She writes, “Fiction does not just mirror our truths so they are safe to experience; it
also helps us endure the aftermath” (Rizzuto). She points out that storytelling is not just about
writing the truth but also writing about how to deal with it. And this philosophy applies to the
stories we tell to others and ourselves. The narratives we hold are how we endure, how we
face the truth.
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Perhaps the last defining feature of my project, not mentioned yet, is that it draws from
documentary fiction, including real world documents, such as photos, blurbs from a
newspaper, google searches, and quotes from Nikiya’s Instagram. Documentary fiction, put
simply, seeks to create a sense of verisimilitude in a text by incorporating artifacts (photos,
transcripts, other texts, etc.) Michael Hinken outlines in his essay “Documentary Fiction:
Authenticity and Allusion,” documentary fiction establishes, whether by fact or the illusion of
fact, authenticity in a reader’s experience, making readers trust that a particular event
happened. Hinken suggests that the documents supplied to readers “establish an almost
anthropological understanding” of the characters in a text (365). The materials I’ve include
seek to give more dimension to the characters, especially Nikiya.
For instance, the very first piece in the text is a photo of Nikiya. The only photo
included of her shows her posing on a brick terrace with the city of Barcelona behind her. I
provided it because I wanted readers to know exactly what she looked like and how she exists
in photographs.
By itself, the photo could mean anything or nothing to whoever looks upon it. Roland
Barthes explains in his text, Camera Lucida: Reflections on Photography, the value of a photograph
and/or document in a text is not determined by its inherent features, though those can lead
to some conclusions, but rather on an author’s ability to make an artifact alive, interactive (20).
To accomplish this feat, I situated all of my documents within a narrative. For the photograph
of Nikiya, an ekphrastic exercise accompanies it, exploring her thoughts in the moment and
foreshadowing her death. The other documents I’ve included are presented within flash pieces,
allowing the artifacts to take on a new meaning within themselves and inside the text.
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I didn’t begin my project with these elements in mind; nothing was intentional.
Discovering my novel was spontaneous. I knew that I wanted a hybrid work, but I didn’t
realize how many different forms would exist in here. Perhaps that’s the result of being a
spontaneous, non-linear writer.
I don’t do outlines. I like to discover when writing. That’s how I’ve always been and
never had issues with. However, when it came to this project, I learned that spontaneity also
came with hurdles. One huge issue I had was figuring out how to put together this manuscript.
I had many pieces, in so many different forms, tenses, time periods, and originally tried to
keep all of that variance. However, crafting an intelligible narrative wouldn’t work, or at least
I couldn’t make sense of it. Thus, I started wondering about the best method for threading all
of my work together, and the structure present in this manuscript is the direct result of that;
it’s the product of learning about my text and how it’s wanting to hold itself together.
To that end, I decided to title my manuscript when the sun breaks up in the sky because it’s
an image, at least to me, that explains grief, depression, suicide, love, and heartache, so many
themes I explore in my text. The title’s also directly tied to the many pieces that use sun
imagery. Perhaps my favorite: “mijo, it’s okay to be soft. not like other boys. you just have to
remember: you have a sun inside you. hold your hand to your chest to feel its warmth. don’t
ever let someone break it. promise me.” I also chose this title because it’s a reminder that
trauma’s constantly around, oscillating in and out of a person’s life, and having moments when
the sun breaks up in the sky will happen. The trick, living through those moments.
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Project Description
My project, as mentioned, is a creative nonfiction novella-in-flash. Let’s break down
this classification. First, flash-fiction, put simply, refers to stories under 1,000 words, up to
1,500 depending on what journal you’re reading or what guidebook you’ve picked up, but
generally 1,000 words. Almost all definitions of flash fiction focus on the genre’s ability to
surprise, that readers should feel arrested by a piece. In the introduction to the novel My Very
End of the Universe: Five Novellas-in-Flash and a Study of Form, Abigail Beckel and Kathleen Rooney
share a similar philosophy, writing: “A successful flash enchants us, each small story
successfully engulfing [readers] for a brief moment—in a ‘flash,’…in its own brand of light,
or truth. And the effects linger on, sometimes for decades” (XI). In addition to having this
quality, flash-fiction must also stand alone, have its own plot, not rely on another piece of text
for meaning, although it may work in conjunction with another piece.
Similarly, creative nonfiction flash adheres to the same rules. Dinty Moore suggests in
The Rose Metal Press Field Guide to Writing Flash Nonfiction: Advice and Essential Exercises from
Respected Writers, Editors, and Teacher that the only big difference between flash-fiction and
nonfiction-flash is the fact non-fiction flash is “constrained on telling the truth” (3). Other
than that, the same forms and techniques used by writers across genres.
When referring to nonfiction, a debate exists on the limitations of the genre, on how
true a story can be, a fruitful discussion for another time. Creative nonfiction takes many
different forms, as an essay, journal article, memoir, or poem. It’s a genre that draws from
personal experience. Lee Gutkind, in his essay “What is Creative Nonfiction,” explains that
creative nonfiction “refers to the use of literary craft, the techniques fiction writers,
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playwrights, and poets employ to present nonfiction—factually accurate prose about real
people and events—in a compelling, vivid, dramatic manner.”
Now, the novella-in-flash operates by linking smaller pieces of flash-fiction together,
typically running around 20,000—50,000 words, hoping to create stories that stand alone and
work together to move toward a larger story arc. Abigail and Kathleen classify the novella-inflash as having 1) the ability to “build a world that is compact and complex simultaneously”
(XII), 2) having plenty of starts and endings, accompanied by white space, 3) having room for
structural play, both in form and language, and 4) having all flash pieces complete, able to
stand alone (XIII). Flash fiction writer Aaron Teel adds to their list, in his essay “A Brief Crack
of Light: Mimicking Memory in the Novella-in-Flash,” offering the idea that novellas-in-flash
have room for multiple climaxes to occur in a text, even happening on top of one another
(103).
My thesis falls within the novella-in-flash discipline, drawing from nonfiction. It’s
roughly 30,000 words and is told through a series of small pieces, all under 1,000 words, all
building toward one narrative arc. Perhaps the only difference my project has with traditional
flash projects/novellas-in-flash is that my text incorporates prose, prose-poems, poems, lists,
essays, among other forms, covering a wide range of topics, from conjuring a genie out of a
coke can, listening for ghosts at night, bashing Romeo and Juliet, and asking readers to rethink
their perception of villains, just to name a few. Each piece takes up exactly one page, never
running more, and in true flash fiction fashion, each piece has its own plot and does not spill
over into the next narrative.
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On Structure
This narrative’s told in first person point of view and follows two separate timelines,
alternating from one to the other. The first narrative is set during three days in December (the
29th, 30th, and January 5th), all timestamped and dated, which recounts Nikiya’s
disappearance and the journey my sister and I take. The other timeline, also timestamped and
dated, covers the span of three months, from May to August, exploring my life and chronicling
the deterioration of my sister and Nikiya’s relationship.
The second and third pieces presented in this manuscript are where this form begins
and pattern of temporal arrangement. The first narrative, labeled “december 29th—11 am,”
begins with the narrator walking to his sister’s house, after a failed hookup with a stranger.
Once he reaches the house, the garage door opens, his sister pulls out, says, “nikiya just
facetimed me. she’s killing herself. i think she was putting a bag over her head. i couldn’t see.
i don’t know what she was doing. i have to find her.” In the next flash, labeled “may 9th—
4pm,” seven months prior to December, the narrator discusses his struggle with writing his
final essay for school: “at the end of the school semester, everyone’s stuck in the library, either
studying or writing, or pretending, like me.”
Using these two timelines, both narratives attempt to work in tandem with each
another. In the case of these flash stories, they function on two levels. On the one hand, they
each present narrative elements, learning about Nikiya’s disappearance/possible suicide and
the narrator’s in school. More importantly, they build on the information readers have.
Before encountering the May flash piece, readers don’t know who Nikiya is. They
simply know she’s someone attempting suicide. The May flash indicates who she is: “[my
sister’s] laughing— hahahahaha!—loud with her girlfriend, nikiya, who’s pressed right up
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against her cheek.” In essence, the May flash anticipates the reader’s questions of the text and
responds.
Similar combinations occur through the text, but not all are as straight-forward. For
instance, one story discusses my sister committing Nikiya involuntarily to a hospital. The piece
focuses on betrayal and whether someone can trust strangers/professionals to help them:
“that’s probably how nikiya felt when the cops showed up to her door, forcing her to go with
them. no matter how soft their voices may have been or any promises they made, they were
spiked pines that could puncture nikiya at any moment.” Immediately following this flash piece
is a story about one of my friends working at a crisis call center, who tells me that ginger’s not
the cure for a broken heart and then proceeds to talk about a tough phone call he had with a
suicidal woman. He reveals he was unable to help her, resulting in the woman hanging up on
him, even berating him: “keep your nice words—they’re as useful as throwing rocks at a rainbow &
hoping they’d have a place to land.” Her language not only finishes the thematic exploration of the
piece, but it also explains why Nikiya didn’t trust strangers to help her in the previous story.
Noticing the connection between the two stories, how these function as a call and
response, however, does not occur right away; one has to work for that meaning, a good trait
for flash fiction to have. Tara Masih writes in Field Guide to Writing Flash Fiction: Tips form Editors,
Teachers, and writers in the Field, good flash ought to “[t]rust the readers to fill in gaps” (10).
Masih goes on to claim purposeful gaps in linearity or understatements as vital, since it
encourages reader interactivity with a text, where readers have more awareness of their role as
an interpreter. And my thesis asks just that—when readers work through my text, they have
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to discover the meaning of a single piece, examine how it works with or against its neighbors,
and how it contributes to the overall text.
Separate from these timelines, which appear interspersed through the narrative, are
sections of reflections by the narrator, titled either 1) “if you’re dead…” 2) “if you’re not
dead…,” and 3) “you’re dead….” These sections serve to provide commentary on Nikiya’s
life, family, actions, and guide readers through the possible reasons why she took her life. The
reflections appear as sets.
For example, the first pieces readers encounter are “if you’re dead, i blame your mother
& father…” and then “ & your only brother tyree.” Both pieces appear on different pages but
unlike the other flash pieces, the ellipses between the two headings of the flash directly
connects them. So, when these sections appear, readers have to discover how the texts work
with one another, previously explored. Most of them are straight to the point and don’t ask
too much of the reader.
Lastly, since my work’s hybrid, readers don’t just encounter these flash combinations.
They get a piece of flash and some poetry, or something different. Initially, I had some
struggles figuring out how to justify using these forms into my text. But then I focused on
revealing more of the narrator, who’s a student as well as a writer. These both are important
because they reveal why readers will come up against texts like essays, narratives titled “stories
we tell about….”
At the start of my manuscript, the narrator reveals his quirky mind while on a date,
“my date has jicama breath & i have essay mind, so each question he asks feels like i have to
give him an intro + body + conclusion.” Proceeding this assertion comes some playful form:
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intro: well, i guess, i’m a writer. don’t worry—i don’t think of that as a
personality trait. & i don’t plan on sticking my head in an oven anytime soon. not
unless the day throws up zombies & they run wild outside.

body: it’s kind of embarrassing, but i used to write anime fan-fiction when i
was younger. not like smut. okay, kind of. but more like sexhunger. you know,
the build up—right to the point a geyser erupts.
conclusion: i’ve never published anything, but one day i will. someone will grab
my book out of the bottom of a 99 cent bin at a second-hand store & be
bedazzled.
What readers discover from this narrative is that they’ll encounter other texts similar or
different. This piece serves as a guide, preparing readers for the text they’re about to
experience, which they only learn through their discovery of what type of person the narrator
is. This is why this piece appears very early in the narrative, so it establishes a precedent and
pattern.
Also, to give the structure consistency, I tried to make the manuscript follow the
following pattern: 1) flash, 2) flash, 3) other, 4) other, repeat. By doing this, readers know when
a piece other than prose will appear. The form sticks true for most of the beginning of the
novella, but falls apart toward the end, mimicking how grief interrupts life.
On Literary Tradition
Truthfully, since my manuscript’s a hybrid endeavor in a genre not as popular as other
forms, I haven’t encountered a lot of similar work, which could be entirely my fault. I didn’t
get to read as much as I would have liked to when drafting this project. The composition part
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took up so much of my time. I wrote over 200 flash pieces and kept only half. However, I do
know the closest novellas-in-flash most similar to my project live at Rose Medal Press. Even so,
the novellas I have read from this press, Superman on the Roof, by Lex Williford, The Voyager
Record, by Anthony Morena, Shampoo Horns by Aaron Teel, Betty Superman, by Tiffany Holland,
We Know What We Are, by Mary Hamilton, to name a few, are not as experimental as my thesis.
Jenny Offill’s Department of Speculation was the most experimental novella-in-flash I
encountered while researching. Her book’s confusing on the first reading. Her novella’s
composed of a series of unrelated, small micro-flash pieces, about a paragraph each, occurring
back to back on the same page. They have no obvious connection, nor do they seem related,
yet they neighbor one another.
For instance, in chapter one, Ofill writes about spending a day in the park while in Paris
in one paragraph, then discusses three boys she dated in the next paragraph, followed by a
story about a rollerblading teacher. Figuring out how to make sense of all these proves to be
a challenge and requires a lot of engagement from the reader.
To get a better picture of this, let’s look at the first passage of the novella, which talks
about antelopes: “Antelopes have 10x vision, you said. It was the beginning or close to it. That
means that on a clear night they can see the rings of Saturn” (Offill 1). We only learn how this
antelope story works at the end of the chapter, after reading through the three stories
mentioned above, including others, when Offill discusses how firefighters cover a horse’s eyes
when rescuing one from a fire, “that’s the way they bring horses out of a fire, I remembered.
If they can’t see, they won’t panic. I tried to figure out if I felt calmer with a blanket over my
head. No I did not was the answer” (5).
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What we learn in this moment is that humans can’t just ignore a fire or our life falling
apart around us. Even in the dark we have antelope vision and view our life with such a lens.
Coming to this conclusion, however, does not just happen. I probably spent over 20 minutes
trying to figure this out, but I felt a sense of satisfaction when I did. Her text produces many
“aha! moments” through the layering of these small micro-flash together. Her work would be
similar to mine if she incorporated other forms and techniques into the narrative.
In a lot of ways, my creative nonfiction novella-in-flash is challenging the norm and
pushing boundaries by trying to mesh so many genres. But, outside of the novellas-in-flash,
my project is more common, especially in the creative non-fiction field. I’ve encountered many
works attempting to blur genre like mine.
Examples would be Maggie Nelson’s The Red Parts: Autobiography of a Trial and Jane: A
Murder. In Jane, Nelson alters forms and styles as the book progresses, mixing poetry and prose.
In The Red Parts, Nelson uses lists, poems, news clips, etc., all within a traditional narrative.
Both works deal with examining the life of the narrator’s aunt, murdered in cold blood, a case
that’s still unsolved. How her novels seamlessly blend all of these elements together served in
many ways as a guide that the kind of hybridity I wanted was possible. Nelson also poses a
philosophical question I took to heart in The Red Parts: “Write the things which thou hast seen,
and the things which are, and the things which shall be, hereafter. A red part” (53).
Many other novels are similar. Books like Every You, Every Me, by David Levithan; The
Realm of Possibility, by Davith Levithan; The Year of Magical Thinking, by Joan Didion; The Glass
Eye: A Memoir, by Jeannie Vanasco; Engulfed in Flames, by David Sedaris, and many many more.
So I know my work’s not entirely unique, just unique for my genre, which could be one of the
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reasons why my text has value, outside its content. My manuscript could help open up the
novella-in-flash form.
My Poetics
Presenting accessible language is at the forefront of my poetics. Interestingly enough,
Aristotle, the father of Rhetoric, quite difficult to read, actually believes in the same principle
and says so in Poetics: “the perfection of style is to be clear without being mean” (52). I’m not
a fan of mean prose, of writers who create complex sentences and language for the sake of
complexity. I like elegant simplicity: language that’s familiar.
Haruki Murakami shares this sentiment, translated by N.A. Turner in his essay “Haruki
Murakami’s Lessons on Writing and Leading a Writer’s Life,” saying, “You must use the
language you’re most capable in to your advantage, turn it into a weapon and describe the
things which appear to you most clearly, using the words that suit you best.” I try to follow
exactly this, turn my vocabulary into a weapon, which is a new concept to me.
I’ve always envied people with vast vocabularies who can craft sentences I’ve never
seen before, using words I’ve never encountered. People look up to writers like that, such as
Hemingway or Cormac McCarthy. During my undergrad years, one of my writing professors
even said that if I wanted to be a better writer, I should emulate authors who have more access
to language. Not until I entered graduate school did my perception change, when I had to
define my poetics for class, question what relationship I wanted readers to have with my text.
To explore this idea, I had to turn to my favorite piece of work. I grew up with Sandra
Cisneros. Her books and language are familiar, what I hear during family get togethers. What
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I loved most about The House on Mango Street (HOMS) I took to heart, especially when crafting
this text.
Cisneros details and imbues her language with emotion. In chapter two of HOMS,
entitled “Hair,” Cisneros writes:
but my mother’s hair, my mother’s hair, like little rosettes, like little
candy circles all curly and pretty because she pinned it in pincers all day,
sweet to put your nose into when she is holding you, holding you and
you feel safe, is the warm smell of bread before you bake it, is the smell
when she makes room for you on her side of the bed still warm with
her skin…” (7)
Here, just in this tiny section alone, we can see how the narrator views the world, what
language she has access to, and the tenderness the narrator feels for her mother. Cisneros
incorporates the senses and makes sure all of her descriptions are soft and comfortable. She
does so by using the words rosettes, sweet, safe, bread, warm. All of them create a sense of wanting,
revealing character desire. It’s masterful to have all of these working in such a small space and
how these words have an impact on the reader, fostering a more intimate relationship.
For this reason, I wanted to emulate Cisneros in my text, working to craft language that
functions in multiple ways. For example, in one of my flash pieces, the narrator imagines his
sister’s actions:
she goes to the bathroom. runs the water. i hear it soup into her hands &
season down her cheeks. in a moment, she’ll pat it dry, probably put some
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drops in her eyes. maybe moisturize. tweeze her eyebrows. look for any
blunted hair that may have risen above her lips.
The words soup and season stand out, which I used intentionally. Since my sister, in this moment,
is emotional, I wanted readers to think about her hands filling, becoming heavy with liquid,
the same sensation that occurs in the body. Having season fall immediately afterward attempts
to play on the duality of the word. Not only can readers picture the water physically move
down my sister’s face, but they also can think of the actual seasons, fall, winter, summer, and
spring: moments in time full of great change, of death and life. Since the narrator’s imagining
all this, readers get an insight into how he’s viewing his sister’s emotional state.
Perhaps the most telling of the narrator’s assessment of his sister comes a little later
on, when the narrator uses the word blunted. The word’s more violent than the rest of the
language. By adding in this word, the narrator makes readers aware of how close his sister is
to violence, how it’s lurking around her. While this example is not as successful as Cisneros’,
the description and language aim for the same goal.
Because of my desire for language to create an emotion, most of my actual flash fiction
pieces are prose poems or they draw influence from them. As Chris Bower writes in his essay
“A Truth Deeper Than the Truth: Creating a Full Narrative from Fragments,” “poetry has
always been where you can really get the essence of language, where you can linger between
thoughts, moments, and images and bathe in their connection” (256). To create an emotional
impact on readers requires a precision of language, and poetry offers that. I crafted my
manuscript and each piece inside with this idea in mind, so I could get to the heart of language,
create metaphors that have the power to pierce.
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Similarly, I don’t use capital letters in my manuscript. For some reason, while drafting,
capitalizing words felt violent. When they appeared anywhere in the text, they called attention
to themselves. I’d realize later lower casing words was my text’s response to how much
traumas discussed in this manuscript. Getting rid of capitals shows the narrator’s psyche, how
small and fragile they while moving through life. In addition, the lower-case letters search for
a sense of silence, to exist in a liminal space without rules—desires of the narrator. Pairing the
lower-case letters with the white space that occurs after each piece only attempts to amplify
such feelings.
Expressing my linguistic identity is perhaps the last important feature worth
mentioning. Even though I am not a fluent Spanish speaker, the language is part of my history,
intertwined with so many experiences, with so many family members, and I want Spanish to
appear in my work.
Before starting the graduate program at El Paso, I distanced myself from Spanish. Most
Spanish and non-Spanish speakers made fun of me for not being fluent, and when I did try to
use the language, I was made fun of for my gringo accent. I grew attached to the language
when I noticed Spanish brings people together in El Paso—it does not divide.
Living in a turbulent political time, where people say Spanish is dirty, a language of
animals, it’s more important than ever that I incorporate it into my texts. Doing so will
hopefully show that it’s neither of those things. In my manuscript, I hope the Spanish comes
across as having a mythic quality, that’s how I view the language in general now. It’s the
language of my abuela. It’s the language of magic. When I think of Spanish, I imagine my
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grandma rubbing an egg on my hot skin while sick, whispering prayers. That sense of
adventure and freedom is what I tried to create in my manuscript.
Take the following example:
whenever bad news drops moscas muertas in my belly, i wish i’d been given a
warning first, for a soothsayer to riot outside my window, chant, beware, beware,
rogue waves are coming! my mother believes the universe tells us when bad news
is coming. you’ll feel it, she says, like teeth in your neck. she once couldn’t sleep for
three days before her brother died. her throat twisted, her vision blurred, &
when she closed her eyes, she saw my uncle as una piedra en el cielo.
Only two examples in the excerpt use Spanish. Moscas muertas means dead flies. If I originally
incorporated dead flies into the text, the first line wouldn’t have the same feeling. The phrase
moscas muertas is more lyrical; the language sits more in your mouth, has a physical quality that
describes more accurately what dead flies would feel like. Similarly, una piedra en el cielo works
in the same way. The phrase translates to a ‘rock in the sky,’ a very literal, physical description.
The Spanish version has a more metaphorical quality, one that matches the situation, the
ethereal quality of the afterlife.
In both instances, the Spanish adds dimension to the text that the English translations
wouldn’t have. Fusing Spanish and English, in a hybrid Spanglish, colors the language in my
text and makes the experience readers have with my manuscript not only more dynamic, but
representative of my identity.
As of now, my poetics is mostly interested in language, which is a direct result of
Cisneros’ influence. Obviously, so many other authors are responsible for aiding in this.
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Authors such as Ocean Vuong, Javier Zamora, Adam Silvera, Gillian Flynn, Chen Chen,
Jericho Brown, to name a few. I hope my manuscript showcases how I used these influences
to create my own, distinct style.
Evaluation
Truthfully, I don’t know how to think of my work. I barely finished my first draft, so I
haven’t had the time to let my manuscript sit with me. I struggled with figuring out the form
of this project and only discovered a structure that works about a month ago. Upon doing so,
I then was tasked with destroying most of my flash pieces and reworking them into a narrative,
one with physical space. Beforehand, most of my pieces were floating, free of form and time
and narrative. Therefore, I know, inherently, the project has room to grow.
One of my main concerns revolves around my chaotic structure and not having all the
flash pieces directly related to one another. When pieces are direct commentary to one another
I’m okay, but when flash differ drastically from one another, in content and meaning, I get
scared. I don’t know how much I can ask of a reader before they quit engaging.
Determining which flash pieces work and which don’t is an ordeal. Not only do I need
to evaluate how they work individually, but also how they work with others and with the larger
narrative. Not an easy task. I have my favorite pieces of flash, mostly because they’ve been
published. The stories about booyshorts and grapefruits appear in Passages North and Split Lip
Magazine, respectively. Other than that, I feel like most of my pieces can be tweaked.
Masih writes in the flash fiction field guide previously mentioned, “the writing of flash
fiction takes great care and attention to detail; it’s not for fools. This is a slop free zone” (7). I
don’t like to think of my work as sloppy, but I do know, especially when it comes to language,
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a lot of words can be cut out and sentences can be rephrased. I also can see more Spanish
being incorporated into the pieces because, as of now, there’s not enough.
In addition, I question how effective some of my flash pieces are. I know when I read
the essay on Yolanda Saldívar, which talks about how “humans’ are hurricanes,” I cry. Another
piece that chokes me up, the scene where I talk about being raped as a child and how my
cousin both bullied and desired me: “later on, he’d find me, grab me by the hand, lead me to
his room, close the door, drop his pants, drop to his knees, & beg, i want you. Please, be inside
me.”
But I don’t feel like all of my pieces carry emotional intensity, which I know is not
necessary. Not everything needs to buckle your knees. But that’s what I want from my flash
pieces, to pierce someone, get a reader attached to the work and in touch with their own
emotions. The pieces that are more neutral in feeling are one’s I think need more revising, so
the emotion in them becomes more interactive with all the others swirling around the text.
I also worry the meaning of all of my flash pieces are not coming through. In one of
my rejections from Tahoma Literary Review, the editor wrote me, “The language here is lovely,
but I'd be careful of your predilection towards coyness.” Balancing what should and should
not be said has always been a struggle for me. I don’t know yet where that line exists. Often,
I feel like I skip important details or hold certain information back.
My minimalistic approach, in form and content, stems from my form. Unlike a lot of
other flash fiction that sprawls over a few pages and uses paragraphs and spacing, I had the
bright idea to write my flash in blocks of text, ranging from 300—500 words. Not a smart
idea. I constantly struggled with figuring out what elements were essential to include in a small
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piece and had to restrict certain elements, especially movement. My pieces, rather than feeling
grounded in a specific place, float a little more, which has pros and cons. On one hand, I like
how that quality makes my pieces feel dreamlike. But, on the other hand, not having a defined
physical space may limit the fictive dream for readers.
These critiques, thus far, have only been limited to the individual pieces, not accounting
for how they interact with each other or the whole text. In addition, I haven’t even accounted
for the overall plot, and that needs work, which I don’t want to discuss much because I want
an outsider’s perspective. To that end, I have a lot of thoughts about my manuscript and could
go on and on about what I don’t like. However, I’ll leave it be and let it exist.
Conclusion
Writing this manuscript has been a journey, to say the least. The project’s taken so
many different forms and looked vastly different over these past few months. I didn’t expect
it focus so much on violence or storytelling. I didn’t plan on writing about my own trauma. I
didn’t even mean to mesh so many genres in here. The project’s taken a life of its own and is
an ambitious enterprise. As I continue to revise and edit this manuscript, I only hope that one
day it will resonate with others, function as a survival guide, remind people why it’s important
to endure, to use the stories we experience for comfort especially when it feels like the sun’s
breaking up in the sky.
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while the sun breaks up in the sky

1

nikiya,
you are alive here. standing on a brick terrace in spain, your palms
stretched out to the heavens. you look like you’re holding the city of
barcelona in the air, its weight on your back. look at how easy it is, your
posture says, how much my body can hold, can take. you’re even smiling as
you do this, teeth the color of white-coastal froth. maybe that’s why
you’re wearing a white & black elephant romper in this instagram photo:
who else is stronger? who else can live with the weight of cities pressing
down? i wish you’d stayed this strong, this sun-kissed, this alive. maybe
if you’d told us your knees were buckling & you were falling from the
weight you were carrying, we could have helped. maybe that weight
wouldn’t have grinded you into ashes. maybe you wouldn’t have been a
person who thought the sun broke up with the sky.

2

december 29th — 11 am
las vegas: neighborhood parking lot
i’m spitting. walking + spitting away from my car, trying to get the kansas
giant—a man i just fled from ten minutes before— out of my mouth.
we were in his bedroom, snacking on each other: his tree fingers rasping
my cheeks but wanting more. he thought that since he had a gay-dream
body & that i kissed him, he deserved more: didn’t i know, i was in the lap
of a god? he grabbed & grasped, pinned me down, until his grip around
my wrists became too tight. i faked an allergic reaction to his dogs locked
up across the room & coughed my way out of his apartment. i
abandoned my socks in my haste, so my feet feel moist in my shoes. but
i know that feeling won’t last. for winter break, i’m staying at my sister
stacey’s, a townhouse right up the street from where i parked. i know if
my sister sees me when i walk in, she’ll make fun of my hair—say it looks
like swirled fideo—or poke fun, i see cupid fell asleep on you today. so i start
making up smart comebacks in my head as i near her place, but lose them
when her garage door rattles open. her mercedes pulls out. fast. abrupt.
she sees me & rolls down the passenger window—her eyes storming,
her expression like stone. i hurry to her & ask, what’s wrong? her lips quiver
& she says, nikiya just facetimed me. she’s killing herself. i think she was putting
a bag over her head. i couldn’t see. i don’t know what she was doing. i have to find
her. & the only thing i can think of, did you call the cops? she blinks. once,
twice, grabs her phone out of the cup tray & dials: i haven’t. i have to go. &
she takes off, a fast-spat shooting star thick with hope & angst.

3

may 9th –4 pm
el paso: university
at the end of the school semester, everyone’s stuck in the library, either
studying or writing, or pretending, like me. i’m supposed to finish my
last essay for the semester, flip through pages of research about the mind
& fiction, pluck out sunflower quotes philosophers plant, but my
concentration’s vapor. i can only think of stacey, who's at newport beach
in california, sunbathing before god, posting all about it online. in one
pic she’s posed in a yoga-pretzel. the other: her abs are on full display,
salted caramel sticks. the worst part, she’s laughing— hahahahaha! —
loud, with her girlfriend, nikiya, who’s pressed right up against my sister’s
cheek. show off. so i write, first with their sunlit giggles in mind, & then
i move on, get stuck on what their car ride back to their hotel must look
like: windows down, fingers intertwined, cold ocean air blowing against
their hair + faces, misting a crisp blanket around them. a sketch of bliss.
quite the opposite of my sister’s phone call last week: i don’t know if i can
keep doing this. i feel like i’m on a small rowboat in a milk sea & nikiya doesn’t
care if i float away or stay.

4

december 29th — 11:05 am
las vegas: stacey’s house
my sister’s home: a house without air
full on our family, our
brothers, & mother, & step-dad, & dogs, &
cats. her neighbors call it the house of
chunthis, my sister says. we live like roaches
bending our bodies, praying we don’t get
crushed. first came jose, unable to handle
the cost of living alone. jaw-breaking
addiction brought pj, after nights with bat-girls in
las vegas filled him with booze & a third dui,
mom & jerry squeezed in last, paper-thin,
gambled out of luck & all the green they ever
owned. the rooms are gardens of clutter,
so are the hallways & bathrooms & closets,
the living room, & the kitchen cabinets, junk
drawers we pull from mornings & night,
where pj searched when he makeshifted a
bedroom, stapling two white sheets to the ceiling
an l-shape grotto. a place of shadow-puppet sounds,
the crunch of gravel when he eats or
what i hear now—jelly-jointed-lips-sleep-smacking.
noise i’m used to, noise that haunts
silent days when everyone’s gone, the same way
we’d hear grandma’s chanclas shuffling years
after her death. i tip-toe past my dreaming
brother, stir the animals awake, & i listen to the
house, for any new sounds crowding with us.

5

may 11th–9 pm
el paso: lucky’s cafe
my date has jicama breath & i have essay mind, so each question he asks
feels like i have to give him an intro + body + conclusion. & that’s what
i do when he says, tell me something about you.
intro: well, i’m a writer. don’t worry—i don’t think of that as a
personality trait. & i don’t plan on sticking my head in an oven anytime soon.
not unless the day throws up zombies & they run wild outside.
body: it’s kind of embarrassing, but i used to write anime fan-fiction when i
was younger. not like smut. okay, kind of. but more like sex-hunger. you know,
the buildup—right to the point a geyser erupts.
conclusion: i’ve never published anything, but one day i will. someone will
grab my book out of the bottom of a 99-cent bin at a second-hand store & be
bedazzled.
when i finish speaking, he has his drink pressed against his lips, ice to
mouth. not a good sign. which only deepens my hatred for storytelling.
i never know how to tell a story—i leave out too many details, assume
people can see what i’m thinking, & i never know where to begin. most
memories feel like tiny shimmering flecks & most seem too small to
bother with. i wish storytelling was as easy as pouring the past into a
kool-aid pitcher, passing it to someone, & then letting them drink
themselves full. but my date doesn’t seem like the type of person who
would ever worry about the stories we hold inside. he places his cup
down & says, that’s cute. i like robot chicken. have you seen that show?

6

december 29th–11:15 am
las vegas: stacey’s living room
my great-grandmother became a scarlet body one winter night. she
walked onto railroad tracks & into an incoming train—there, she
plopped into pebbles her children would search for their whole lives. my
mother swears it was an accident. great-grandma lived as a sleep-walking
river, & her child would often bring her home barefoot & breathless. no
one talks about great-grandma’s last night alive because el corazón isn’t
ready, my mother says. it never will be. i wonder how people will talk about
this day as i turn on the tv, phone in hand, waiting for news from my
sister. the christmas classic, what a wonderful life, is playing when the tv
watercolors, & the movie’s nearing the end. by this point in the film, i’m
usually asleep with yin-yang dreams, so the ending seems fresh: george
on a snowy bridge, hands clasped in prayer, begging, really begging:
please, i want to live again. i want to live.

7

may 13th–7:30 pm
el paso: my bedroom
my best friend lina’s a card trick, always laughing but hoping for a car
crash, to meat-bone on the road. she’s complaining about her dad over
the phone: my dad told me he read somewhere that there’s a five percent chance i’m
not trans & that i’ll regret transitioning. i imagine her father, who trained as
a minister, finding this statistic written in crayon in some bible. i tease
her: five percent is a big number. like, there’s a five percent chance i’m not getting
chicken nuggets from mcdonalds tonight. i don’t know. things might change. she
laughs out—your lazy ass is not gonna cook. then she pauses, goes silent for
a moment. for real though, she begins, voice unsteady, i’m tired of this. my
family makes me want to die when they do shit like this. i try to console her, tell
her that her family’s dumb, that all our families kill us, in some way. &
then i remind her of a dream she had: remember what you want for your future,
to shine bright, like an apocalyptic star crashing into the earth. you can’t do that if
you’re dead.

8

if you’re dead, i’ll blame your mother & father…
nikiya’s birth: a little leo, enwrapped with a curly mane
to a mother & father with no sense of
family—
who we say should
stop us even when we’re at the edge
her parents —> unflinching stone
my sister’s water-damaged voice leaking into
their phone two days before nikiya disappeared
nikiya’s threatening to kill herself
i don’t know what to do
& their only response
we’ll check on her
later, we will

9

& your only brother tyree
what the news says about nikiya’s brother
“[a] clark county grand jury indicted a man this morning in connection
to a home invasion, theft and kidnapping. [t]yree [b]erry, 18, is facing
three counts of first-degree kidnapping; and one count each of burglary
with use of a deadly weapon, conspiracy to commit robbery and coercion
with use of a…”
—from the world news network, february 12, 2014
what my sister’s said about nikiya’s brother
tyree’s got ramen for brains, but seems nice. he went to his girlfriend’s
house to talk to her parents—their racist asses didn’t want their daughter
dating a black man. so he went over there to talk, but then ended up
tying them to chairs, threatening them, trying to get money out of them
so he could run away with their daughter. he even moved her parents
into different rooms to scare them. did you know that’s considered
kidnapping? i don’t know how things escalated but i guess her parents
channeled the spirits of clansmen & insulted him. he called the police on
himself after he realized he went too far. at least he knows where to draw
the line, sort of.
what i think about nikiya & her brother
a simple explaination for tyree’s actions— he’s a criminal for love. i can’t
help but wonder how similar nikiya & him are. if, like tyree, extremes
live in nikiya’s blood. if she was always destined to carve out her lungs
& present them to someone, saying, look at what i’ve done for you.

10

december 29th—11:25 am
las vegas: living room
my mother swears she had air in her brain when she was young—that
explains why she left us. the first time, she didn’t notice. her boyfriend
was weed she kept between her lips. he’d take her on adventures & us
kids would run around our apartment complex, hoping to find someone
to hear us. after she rammed her car into her boyfriend’s mercedes &
burned bags of his drugs, she found us in a ditch, playing with electric
wires in the dirt. she promised she’d never leave us that close to danger
again. the second time my mother left, she sent postcards from a boat in
alaska. she often sent small baggies of fishing hooks she designed, which
i kept under my pillow until i poked my eye bloody. i used to wish she
sent snowballs, so my siblings & i could know snow, learn how to live
with the cold. the last time she disappeared, her ex-husband put a gun to
her forehead & she fled back home, sofa-ed herself into her mother’s
arms. my mom never told me how she let out all the trapped air in her
head or how it even got in there. but that’s what my mom's saying about
nikiya, as my mom irons her pants next to the tv, getting ready for work,
poor girl has too much air inside her. she can’t think straight. my mom works
delicately with the iron, pressing her pants into a stiff ladder. when she
finishes, she places on the ironing board her work shirt. crocodilenecked, which i hate, but she’s used to, from working as a cage cashier
on the strip for twenty + years. she notices me watching & says, mijo, it’s
gonna be okay. nikiya’s just acting out heartbreak. it’s what happens to some people
when they think love leaves them. i watch my mother finish getting ready for
work— three spurts of perfume, a pinch to the cheeks— & imagine how
air accumulates in the head. i imagine it comes from lovers, from
breathing them in. & when they leave, the air rises equal to the tears shed
over them, until someone’s a thick-headed balloon, over-heated & ready
to burst.
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may 14th–midnight
el paso: my kitchen
my friends are giggling & then laughing & then cackling in my apartment
kitchen, each with cups of wine in hand, drinking as if to burn sins out
of their bodies. one asks, what would you title your life story right now? an
answer: WELL, I FUCKED THAT UP. another: WINNING AS A
GOOGLY-EYED BITCH. & mine: HOW TO SURVIVE THE
SUMMER WITHOUT AC. which makes everyone groan. there i go
again, bitchin about the heat. yet none of them lives in an apartment that
eats the day & throws it up at night. stop complaining, they say before i
make a fuss. we’re children of the desert. you’re supposed to be used to the heat. this
is true. pero like, being born in a desert & surviving in one are two
separate things. they say: remember our philosophy class? you just have to think
of the heat in another way. & i know they’re referring to when we read
aristotle. he believed we birthed tiny suns in our chests when we entered
the world. not a crazy concept to buy into—to test his theory, all you
have to do is put your palm to your heart to feel the fire we make. but
that image won’t make me any less hot at night or stop my dehydratinginsomnia, & i let them know that: i’ll think of that when i’m shoveling ice out
of the freezer & throwing it onto my sheets. not a response that goes over well.
insert dramatic eye-rolls & stage-effect moans. just be lucky, one of my
friends begins, you’re single. imagine how worse the night could be. i don’t tell
them that’s exactly what i daydream about before passing out because
then i’d have to tell them what i imagine: the heat, finding love, which
stacey describes as the colliding of two suns.
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december 29th—11:40 am
things i learn from sitting on the couch
1. nikiya & her little red kia are missing
2. her apartment’s locked & she’s not answering calls or texts
3. my sister is with the police
4. most people who threaten suicide in a dramatic fashion don’t go
through with it, the police officers say
5. the dogs need to be walked. one’s scratching at the door
6. i wonder if the animals know what’s going on, if they can sniff
whispers from the wind
7. what i wish my sister had asked the officers: why are all suicides in movies
dramatic?
8. i still smell the kansas man’s blackthorn cologne on my skin
9. what i wish my sister had asked the officers: how many people have you
saved in similar cases?
10. nikiya was on facebook one hour ago
11. in emergencies, police officers can ping someone’s location using
gps. this only works if someone hasn’t disabled their phone
12. my friends want to go out tonight
13. kansas man has messaged me, hoping to see me again.
14. what i wish my sister had asked the officers: how long do we have before
it’s too long?
15. nikiya’s find-my-phone app is off & police can’t determine her
precise location
16. nikiya’s parents aren’t answering phone calls
17. the police will work on finding an approximate location
18. the police put out an alert on nikiya & her little red kia
19. my sister has to work at the restaurant in three hours
20. an officer’s words: call hospitals & jails, she might turn up there
21. what i wish my sister had asked the officers: what words do we need to
say to save nikiya?
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may 17th–noon
phone stories from stacey
on health
mom told me you were sick. i’ve told you this before—you have to live
vitamin fresh. feed both your body & mind the right things. when do
you ever see me sick? never. that’s because i eat right & meditate. just
close your eyes, cup your mouth, & breathe through your nostrils. let
your body slump. the universe will eat away at all the sickness gummed
to your body.
on spirituality
i was listening to a podcast talking about the energies we hold in our
bodies, the masculine & feminine. & the reasons why some people don’t
feel at home in their bodies is from the past reaching into the present. i
was talking to my trans friend & she said that made so much sense. i
don’t get why our family’s so against reincarnation or anything outside
of the bible. reincarnation streams through our blood. we carry thoughts
of a million dreams & lives. when we die, we’re never lost.
on the occult
you’re not gonna believe this—i went to pam, a psychic. she’s this dope
little lady who lives in a house lined with star charts & outer-space
memorabilia, which i thought made her a fraud. but she started talking,
not like some cryptic lady. she gave specifics, knowing i played basketball
in college, had three dogs, how i wouldn’t eat until afternoon. when she
spoke, her words fizzled, like a swig of dr. pepper. or at least, that’s what
i thought. you know i haven’t drunk soda in years. i was asking her about
nikiya, if things were gonna get better between us, when she stopped me
mid-sentence, started sniffing the air. then pam asked, did your grandma
wear perfume out of a clear bottle? chanel no. 5? let me tell you, brick-water hit
my stomach as soon as she said that. that’s all grandma used to wear. &
then pam gave me a message from grandma: the world’s at war, mija. but
keep dreaming.
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december 29th—11:55 am
las vegas: living room
eaten, without air, my sister’s on her way home, filling up at a gas station.
i don’t get it, she says over the phone. nikiya should still be committed. the
hospital only held her for 16 hours. aren’t they supposed to hold someone for 24 hours?
the answer: depends on the state, usually 24-48 hours minimum. at least,
that’s what grey’s anatomy taught me. but a tv show that has main
characters survive a mass shooting & an airplane crash is probably not
the best source. i support stacey’s assertion with advice my therapist gave
me for whenever my emotions bubbled uncontrollably in my belly: that’s
not even long enough for nikiya to sleep on her feelings. i don’t know why they let her
go. i hear my sister close her car’s gas-cap, stick the pump back into its
holder, & shut her car door. i should have been the one to take nikiya to the
hospital. not the police. do you think nikiya thought nobody could help her? some
of nikiya’s last text messages to my sister flash in my mind, which my
sister had to show the police in order to involuntarily commit nikiya to
the hospital yesterday: you’re with this new girl, spending the holidays with her,
while i’m looking up ways to commit suicide! you’re fucked up. probably fucking her
while i’m devastated. & then i think of a conversation i once had with my
dad, when she described betrayal—you feel like you’re always looking for
knives, when you’re holding someone’s hand, under tongues, even in a smile. & that’s
probably how nikiya felt when the cops showed up to nikiya’s door,
forcing her to go with them. no matter how soft their voices may have
been or any promises they made, they were spiked pines that could
puncture nikiya at any moment.
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may 19th–3:45 pm
el paso: my bed
i once read ginger’s the cure for a broken heart. all you have to do is eat
a spoonful each morning & eventually nothing of the past will remain
inside. it’ll burn away at your mouth, at your pain. i pass this knowledge on to
jerson, one of my best friends, who just started working at a crisis call
center. he keeps dealing with the broken-hearted & doesn’t know how
to give them advice. i don’t think, he says over the phone, recommending
ginger for suicidal thoughts is the best remedy. i agree with him, but i'd find that
more interesting than the it-gets-better! nonsense. he thanks me for my
suggestion, even if it’s useless, & goes on to tell me about some of his
calls. a woman who locked herself in the bathroom, piss drunk &
unhappy in her marriage. a shell-shocked boyfriend, unable to deal with
his partner moving across the country. & the worst, a gravel-sounding
woman, who asked him point-blank: what are you going to do to convince me
to not kill myself? how are you going to make me want to live? i gasp, not knowing
how i would have handled that situation. what did you do? — he focused
on protocol, convincing the woman she wasn’t in retrograde. he tried to
defuse her panic & worked on creating a suicide safety plan with her,
outlining what she lived for, reminding the woman of her support group,
& when she’d call back & give an update on her wellbeing. midway, she
stopped me & said, you’re not fixing me. keep your nice words—they’re as useful as
throwing rocks at a rainbow & hoping they’d have a place to land. & then she hung
up. he pauses & i wonder what gruesome sights he’s shoved under his
eyelids thinking about that woman. i try to be positive: well, at least you
learned something, right? for the future. & his response: yeah. words are a beautiful
waste to those eclipsed by sadness.
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if you’re dead, i’ll think about our last conversation…
i asked nikiya: do you know the difference
between feeling alone & being alone?
she said she did. scratched her head:
are they really that different?
yes, i replied.
one is rainy days sitting in bed while
the world floods you inside,
no one to visit or touch, but you
know: clouds leave & rains stop.
the other—
the sky stumbling, thundering into
your skin, the unbearable rattling of earth
vibrating your bones. even on clear days, the sun’s
cold, & you think there’s no one in the world
who can rub their palms against yours to create
heat.
she understood, she said. but don’t they feel the same?
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& my uncle johnny
i didn’t know my uncle johnny well, but i saw him take his last breath,
which i always thought would be big as a sunset or strong as an ocean
tide. instead, his last radio transmission to the world was small, just a
cricket hopping through the night. i didn’t weep like my tias in the
hospice room. he chose to die, to quit dialysis, at just 45. my father says
it was uncle johnny’s fault his liver gave up. uncle johnny had a flame in
his throat only whiskey could quench, his hands brown bags he’d sip out
of in the morning, afternoon, while driving down highway 95, yelling at
his girlfriend of fifteen years to get skinnier: i’d marry you then, if you lost
some weight, güera. once, my father said, when uncle johnny was raging, he
syphoned gasoline out of cars & drank that, something the hospital had
a hard time pumping out. it was in his nature, my dad explained, to be
destructive. i wonder the same about nikiya, especially since she used to
cut herself & run away from home at night. hitchhike with strangers.
hoping to trade her father’s touch & mother’s silence for something else.
when she entered strangers’ cars all those years ago, was she preparing
for her end? hoping to find a driver to pick her up off the side of the
road & say, i’ll take you to atlantis. you’re a winner, baby.
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december 29th—12:10 pm
las vegas: living room
whenever bad news drops moscas muertas in my belly, i wish i’d been
given a warning first, for a soothsayer to riot outside my window, chant,
beware, beware, rogue waves are coming! my mother believes the universe tells
us when bad news is coming. you’ll feel it, she says, like teeth in your neck.
she once couldn’t sleep for three days before her brother died. her throat
twisted, her visioned blurred, & when she closed her eyes, she saw my
uncle as una piedra en el cielo. your mind, my mother explained, can’t be a
landfill. otherwise, you’ll miss all the signs. & that’s what my sister & i are
talking about as soon as she walks in & sits on the sofa: the signs. nikiya
kept telling me she couldn’t eat, couldn’t breathe right, my sister says, shifting in
the seat as one of the dogs tries to sit on her lap, but she never told me she
felt like dying. she never made threats while we were dating. nikiya never told me
about that feeling either. five days before we went out dancing: she told
me about her trip to thailand in a few months, how she couldn’t wait for
the summer. no death threats were sanded in-between her words. but
nikiya also didn’t know stacey was starting to date again. that could have
changed things, if nikiya thought she still had the chance to be more than
just one of my sister’s exes. but, i say, how are you supposed to tell someone you
want to die? not an easy thing. especially when talking about death wedges
a slice of lemon between your teeth, acidic citrus cutting into your gums.
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may 24th–3:45 pm
el paso: my bedroom
the crescent moon looms above as stacey shares her frustrations to me
over the phone, nikiya’s a zombie. i swear, if i hear her say, i don’t care, one more
time, i’m gonna rip her brains out. i picture my sister going to jail, blood only
painting her fingernails as the police escort her away. a more interesting
story than listening to the same fights nikiya & my sister have. their
relationship problem—my sister cares too much, communicates too
much, while nikiya floats, lacks language, doesn’t worry about my sister’s
emotions. our mom says, nikiya’s selfish. she doesn’t know how to take care of
another person. for a few moments, my sister repeats nikiya’s past
transgressions. nikiya talking to her ex-boyfriend behind my sister’s back,
nikiya booking a vacation to mexico without telling my sister, nikiya
disappearing at night, coming home whenever, out with whomever.
stacey starts chronicling nikiya’s latest offense: nikiya told me she didn’t
know if she’s even gay. i’m the only girl she’s ever dated. we’ve been dating for two
years. does she know how that makes me feel? i don’t say they should break up,
that i’m getting tired of phone calls like this. relationships shouldn’t be
hurricanes. instead, i console my sister & remind her of the future: well,
nikiya leaves in a few weeks so maybe the time she spends in spain will help you guys.
maybe it’ll be a sign for what’s to come. & what i hold in my mind: maybe it’ll
give you the courage to leave nikiya, let yourself float away for once.
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december 29th—12:30 pm
stories you tell your sister in a crisis
on living
remember how grandma used to say tía lala had a mean bone, that it
lived in her leg. every winter, when it got cold, it made her go crazy, &
she had to take these real big pills, & sometimes she swore she could
hear her mean bone talking to her, asking for more pills. she’d even get
dizzy from the pills, forget where she was, & scare everyone when she
went missing—nikiya’s gonna bounce back like our tía. nikiya won’t be
a girl who leapt out of time because she hasn’t got a mean bone in her
body.
on worry
grandma used to say tía ninfa hid her sins in her belly. that’s why tía
ninfa’s been fat & sick all these years, & when she’s opened by a doc,
her sins will fall out onto the table, plop! grandma said she’d even ask
the doctor if she could search through them & find out what tía ninfa’s
been hiding. you can’t go crazy over what-if’s right now. we’ll dig out
nikiya’s secrets, just give it time.
on death
grandma’s been around since the jurrasic age. ask her & she’ll tell you
she saw a t-rex walking with god when the great flood washed away the
earth, with noah, & the sheep—remember, you told me that? said that’s
why grandma wasn’t going to die, that she’d be around forever, just in a
different way. you remember that?
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may 26th–5:27 pm
scholarship essay: write about an important person in your life & a lesson you
learned from him/her/them
intro
my mother’s philosophy: siblings have to get along because we come
from the same womb. not true at all for our family. when my siblings &
i are in the same space for too long, we scream: call mom & dad. tell them
you love them, that you’ll be joining los muertos, en un viaje de almas perdidas.
stacey’s the only other girl besides janice. stacey’s the eldest & i’m the
youngest, & we’re both queers. but stacey’s the ultimate gay: a brownbodied superwoman who lassos men & women & non-binary folk.
people always walk up to her in awe & say, how do you make the air glow &
burn around you?
body
my sister’s taken care of me since i was a kid. we joke she was the mother
of 4 by the time she was 10 because our parents sought refuge from us
kids & tethered our bones to her. she taught us to live without needing
to hold someone’s hand. we had to do everything ourselves, while she
sat close-by, supervising. when we tried learning to ride bikes, she
watched us mount our bicycles & fall, over & over again. after a while,
when guitar-string cuts formed on our bodies, she brought out duct tape
& pillows, tapping our heads, arms, & legs: if you’re going to hurt yourself, be
smart about it. don’t let your hurt be smoke you hold in your mouth.
conclusion
one of my favorite memories—learning how to swim. i stood at the edge
of our apartment’s pool, while my siblings splashed about, unable to
jump into the water, fearing sharks & darkness waited for me below. my
sister saw my hesitation, told me to watch how my siblings moved in the
water. then, she tossed me in. i kicked & sank to the bottom. my sister
pulled me out laughing, as after-blunt-water coughs spurt from my lips.
i refused to go back in the water, but she pulled me in & helped keep me
afloat. that was her way of telling me, it’s okay to ask for help, especially
when you’re afraid.
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december 29th—12:43 pm
las vegas: stacey’s bedroom
i daydream a cholita genie lives in the coke can my sister picked up from
the street. she planned on throwing the can away, but for some reason it
sits unopened, on her computer desk. a forgotten chore. to meet the
genie, my sister would have to shake the coke can & coax the genie out
with soft pleas—genio! genio! necesito su ayuda. only then would the genie
puff out, offer my sister three wishes: 1) for nikiya to be safe, 2) for the
genie to fill my sister with breaths of spring air, & 3) for her to forget,
sacudeme, get nikiya out of me. the genie would help with all but the last, no
puedo ayudarte. my sister would argue with the genie—helping was the
genie’s job. with a sigh, the genie would shake my sister, but when the
genie would stop, my sister would still feel like soft glass. the genie would
tell her, nikiya’s snowfall. she sticks. just look, la historia de ustedes entre sus dedos.
i imagine all this to explain why my sister, while lying in bed, suddenly
started crying as she stared at her palms. it was as if she could see nikiya’s
face staring right back at her, clear as a cloud in a lake.
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may 27th–3:45 pm
el paso: my kitchen
my mother asks over the phone if someone’s won me over yet, like i’m
a winning lottery ticket: have you found a boy to bring home? she doesn’t
believe my bad luck, that i only find boys who leave me with belly aches.
she says i’m too choosy. mijo, she lectures, some boys look like carcachas but
have good hearts. you have to give them chances. just look at your sister janice. she
found a good man. esta feo, but he’s good to her. i don’t humor my mom. i’ve
tried dating moby-dick guys with lucky-strike smiles & it never works.
i’m not gonna give up, settle for less. & then i start telling her about diego. a
summer fling who i swear fell from the stars—freakishly tall with a lion
for hair—who i followed on dangerous adventures. we once climbed an
abandoned building & shared cherry cola kisses under the moonlight,
while praying the old beams beneath us didn’t cave in. when i was with him,
mom, he helft a lullaby humming in my ears. the first time it happened, i remember
thinking, you were preparing me for this moment. you were singing me his song when
you cradled me to your chest as a baby. my mom goes silent. i wonder if i
overshared. if she’s gonna make fun of me, say i read too many romance
novels, that i write too much about love, that my perception’s warped.
sometimes she goes on smoke breaks in the middle of our conversations,
& i picture her doing this now, contemplating our talk in the backyard. i
used to imagine she thought about my dad while smoking, a man whose
name wasn’t always a rotten tuna melt in her mouth, a man she once
thought she’d spend eternity with. when she finally speaks, my mom
says, mijo, it’s good you learned that lesson, no olvides eso. don’t forget the people we
hold inside.
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if you’re dead, i’ll blame the futures we all grow up with…
a high school teacher’s words: you have to start planning for the future! it falls,
plop! right on your head, whether you like it or not.
normal peoples’ futures: grand, shockwaves meant to change the world,
people who venture out into bubbled metropolises with the sun behind
their smiles, ready to make money out of mud. they’ll find husbands &
wives, have children, live until their gummy, & live even longer, their
families squashing them alive.
my future (& for other people like me): short, a blown kiss. late nights in dark
alleys + bedrooms, with moody boys who have moons inside them, &
all they want is warmth: will you show me fire? we’ll live like we are called:
dna guzzlers. & we’ll guzzle! until the wrong cells slip in & send us to
white rooms with dishwater-colored bedsheets, weak & crumbling.
nikiya’s future: lupus, which she was diagnosed with just weeks before,
which meant her body would devour itself her whole life. any day her
body could fail right in front of her, plop! the end. is that why she took
her life, to choose her own future, when & how her body would end?
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& booty shorts
whenever i wear my favorite pair of denim shorts, my father says they
are too tight, too short. he never bothers to ask what alchemy i learned
to fit into them. i would have loved to scare him, tell him i mixed blood
on leaves & crushed redbones while chanting with a jungle lady to slip
into my shorts. but he never cared, & i never practiced witchcraft, & the
only redbones i ever saw were from a rabbit’s leg my uncle skinned in
front of me, leaving behind a waterbed of blood & fur on leaves. one of
my friends told me i wear my shorts so tight because now i have that
“out person mentality.” you’ve found your groove. you found amor, amor, amor.
i didn’t correct her because i didn’t want her thinking coming out is not
a permanent lsd trip. i’d rather not tell her being gay means life is about
fitting, squeezing in place, that you learn to find comfort even if you exist
in the space between your palms pressed together. which is what i do
every time i crush myself into my shorts, which is what nikiya also used
to do, but she got tired of tight spaces. & i can’t help but wonder if so
will i. if one day i’ll place a bag over my head to suffocate, suck the honey
out of my lungs, become handfuls of snow people can hold only for so
long whenever they remember me.
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december 29th—1 pm
las vegas: stacey’s bedroom
we play a game of telephone: have you seen nikiya? when was the last time you
saw her? we hoped one of nikiya’s friends would tell us that nikiya’s right
next to them, alive, angry, & wanting my sister to hurt. which would have
turned our fears into paper tigers we could rip into shreds. but all we've
gotten so far: haven’t seen her. do you really think she’d kill herself? easy answer,
yes. we all are or can become capable. but i don’t have to tell my sister
that. we both know the weight of gay sadness. my sister gets out of her
bed, scooting her dogs off of her. she goes to the bathroom. runs the
water. i hear it soup into her hands & season down her cheeks. in a
moment, she’ll pat herself dry, probably put some drops in her eyes.
maybe moisturize. tweeze her eyebrows. look for any blunted hair that
may have risen above her lips. something, anything to keep her away
from her phone, which has stayed quiet. my sister’s trying to avoid
disappointment. nothing burns quite like silence.
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may 28th–12:20 pm
el paso: my living room
my roommates & i are sweating in the living room. we’re hillside boys:
roughing it in the heat, each of us sprawled out in our boxers. adam &
alex on the couches, me on the hardwood floor, waiting for the
maintenance man to fix our air. any time now. adam’s on a dating app,
telling strangers our home’s a garden full of sinners & that someone
should join us in our nakedness. a dare met with eagerness & dick pics
we all laugh at. alex paints their nails stormy blue & complains: i’ve taken
two showers today & my underwear still gums to my thighs. that’s a feeling i know
all too well. i push my cup of water toward them: maybe this will help. alex
picks up the water from the floor, takes a sip, then sighs: we need wine &
the maintenance guy is taking too long. i’m gonna sunbathe on the porch. blowing
on their wet-weathered nails, alex gets up to leave. but you’ll burn outside, i
say. alex ignores me, walks to the front door. they only respond when
the door swings open with volcanic light, honey, we’re gay. we’re always
burning.
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december 29th—1:40 pm
las vegas: somewhere on blue diamond road
my sister can’t wait around for the police anymore, so we go searching
for nikiya. she won’t go far from me, my sister swears. nikiya’s somewhere near.
i know it. i go up the road & check out backstreets, while my sister hits
up some of their favorite spots. their first apartment, the park up the
road where they used to walk the dogs, the basketball court in nikiya’s
complex where they’d shoot hoops at midnight. i play la ore de van
gogh’s music & have fantastical barbie dreams while driving—of finding
nikiya & her little red kia in a random alley, nikiya asleep in the backseat.
i sing to my music—no vales más que yo, you don’t get to die—until my voice
grows hoarse, my lungs plastic. then i drive down deserted roads, where
only rocks & mountains live, where any movement twists up yellow dust
into the air. nikiya’s a spiritual child so i thought she’d want to escape
the bubble-gum pop of the city & venture out into the passionfruit of
the desert, but she’s nowhere out here. which means she could be
anywhere or nowhere, & that’s probably what she wants.
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may 29th–3:45 pm
somewhere on highway i-10
driving home to vegas for the summer
i pass a rotting coyote, head flattened,
& think about when my sister worked
at the cosmo’s pool, high in the air
towered by glass windows, where
rich-dollared gods screamed out
she saw
bodies
falling
from
balconies
smashing onto the pavement
deaths that sounded like pops
of blown bubble gum
she even told me, not all the blood
can be scrubbed away
you can see rosey-skid-marks
under cabanas & on white towels
that guests tuck into their bellies, you
can even watch the remains float
in the crowded pools & stream
into open beer bottles guests rest their
lips against & slide down their throats
& that’s what’s up the road, miles ahead
a city that swallows
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december 29th—2:44 pm
las vegas: somewhere on cactus road
i once went to the beach with my best friend lina one summer. we walked
the shore, hands laced together, leaving a trail of cookie-doughed footprints behind us. how cool would it be, we said, swinging palms, if we did this
with someone we were in love with. while the ocean waves captivated lina, i
watched how each step sent sand shoring up our legs, which made me
think about what happened to people’s feet at bad beaches. like the ones
in mumbai i saw in a documentary, flooded with glass & trash, where
people pushed mounds of silver-sparkled dirt out of the sea & piled them
into big anthills. i thought about sharp objects & rotten food washing
ashore when lina asked me to notice the rising ocean tide. we sat in the
sand & lina shared a dream date fantasy—i just want a cute boy to come here
with me. we’ll eat cheese & drink wine & cook smores. we’ll heal our hearts in the
water & bury each other into one big sandcastle. rule over the ocean’s lands for the
night. it would be so romantic. i contemplated if lina would still romanticize
the beach if she were to walk on sand littered with bottles broken like
laughter, or if she’d still think ocean water has healing powers after I told
her—ocean’s, no matter how pretty, aren’t the best places for cleansing.
no matter how long a person stays in the water, they wash up dirty. i
remember this trip as my sister calls me up to say: nikiya & i, we’re gonna
have a new beginning. that’s all we need. do you think that’s possible?
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june 1st–1:13 pm
las vegas: vegenation
stacey & i are eating lunch at a vegan spot: the table’s full with green
vegetables & colorful dips. two of her lesbian friends are with us, talking
about the gay male-dating rules. look, one says, it’s simple. if a gay guy don’t
have a pretty face, he needs to have a hot body. if he don’t have a body, he needs a big
dick. insert laughter. small. my sister pitches in, not any kind. mushroomhammer-headed thick. the kind that make’s someone call you daddy. there my
sister goes—talking about being a daddy. an earned title. kind of strange,
for the uninitiated, who think lesbians can’t be daddies in the bedroom.
i stuff my mouth with lettuce & let them continue: if a guy don’t have a big
dick, then he must have money. if he has no money, a small dick, & is ugly, he’s
fucked. imagine if lesbians had so many rules. that gets them going about the
lesbian dating rulebook. harder to pin down for them, but not for me.
two come to mind— lesbian dating rule no. one: you’re gonna be best
friends with your exes. exhibit a, my sister’s dated both of her friends at
the table, in some shape or form. & rule no. 2: as a lesbian, you’ll date
your best friend’s exes/flings. you’ll dip them into a warm bubble bath
& hope all the monster stories you’ve heard wash away.
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if you’re dead, i’ll think about how you first met my sister…
their meet-cute: sunny-side
up, the sun bore down on
them, first outside
they burned with the tangerine-kissed lovers
on clothing vacations in vegas
& then later
in a group interview, where they met
sitting next to each other, perspired
mixed with mockingbird girls in bikinis
they saw amber in each other’s
brown stares, which would fossilize
a moment| a meeting| an encounter| they could not leave
in the past| to jaw-break
so they’d melt: hoping to test how long they could last
in each other’s heat
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& monkeys
during lunch in the fourth grade, a girl promised me if i bought her a $1
pickle from the cafeteria, she’d have her uncle ship me a monkey from
pakistan. after that, i started playing in moving boxes. i’d pack myself
into a large one my dad kept in the garage & imagine my monkey
traveling across the world. by boat, air, sea. i liked to believe he’d snacked
on mangos & lemonade, that he’d have pink sand in-between his toes
from the magic sands over there i could use put into my grandma’s
coffee & heal her heart. i even told my parents & started making room
for him in my bed. i waited for weeks, until i couldn’t take it anymore. i
asked pickle girl at lunch if my monkey had arrived, & she said, with bits
of nacho cheese on her lips, he didn’t make it. he died on his way here. we buried
him in the backyard. i didn’t think much about monkeys for years, until i’d
learn my sister’s nickname for nikiya was her monkey. which makes me
think how the word monkey is a curse word for my sister & i. both of
our monkeys live in cardboard boxes, yolk of a body, enclosed in a shell
of earth.
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december 29th—3:30 pm
las vegas: somewhere on rainbow road
unlike me, my sister’s searched for nikiya through the streets of vegas
before. only, the last time, my sister’s eyes weren’t snowed-in with tears
& she didn’t yet throw prayers up at heaven’s basement. instead, the last
time, my sister was pissed. a shuddering washing machine spinning
toward nikiya—who met her ex-boyfriend for dinner. that’s what
nikiya’s text messages said, what my sister read on her computer after
nikiya decided to live in a world without words, messages my sister
printed out & stacked together in the passenger seat of her car. all the
passages of nikiya flirting with her ex highlighted & underlined. on that
night, my sister tried to catch them doing something bad. she drove to
the restaurant in china town they ate dinner at. tried to find where their
cars were parked. even sat idling in nikiya’s apartment parking lot all
night waiting, waiting for the blue valentine night to violate rouge &
scream as loud as she felt.
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june 4th–11:20 am
las vegas: walking down the street
an old mexican man in a blue truck pulls up next to me as i walk to the
coffee shop down the street. he rolls down his passenger window, stares
at me, & then licks his lips. slow & seductive. the old man doesn’t say a
word. he just looks from my face to his crotch, which i know has started
to bloom. a lotus opening its petals to meet the sun. when i ignore him
& continue walking, he calls out: mijo! mijo! come here. i don’t answer.
instead, i think about how he could get out of his car & drag me inside
without any effort, no matter how hard i try to make my body splinter
against him. i think about how he looks like one of my uncles, how he
probably has a wife & kid at home, how he’d try to penetrate me with
hard fingers. i also think about how it would feel—each touch a
desperate cigarette burn. i tell him i’m not interested & quicken my pace.
he still follows me, his car creaking in my peripheral vision. when the
coffee shop comes into sight, he honks his horn, drawing my attention,
& wiggles his tongue, a small worm dancing on a hook. he doesn’t leave
my side until i enter the coffeeshop. i half expect for him to come after
me, walk inside & say, i want your body. what makes you think it belongs to you?
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december 29th—3:52 pm
the stories we text in a crisis
what i imagine nikiya’s friends are texting to her
where the hell are you? answer me. are you okay? you better not do
anything stupid. call me. this isn’t funny. what’s going on? this heartbreak
tantrum isn’t cute. answer me. have you forgotten about our trip to
thailand next month? we just smoked the other day. don’t you remember
saying, your body’s a river & you’re not throwing stones in it?
what i imagine my sister is texting to her
i’m sorry. i’m sorry. please. please. call me. please don’t do anything
stupid. i love you. i don’t care about any of these girls. we can get back
together. just don’t hurt yourself. please message me back. we can go
back to that night—my 30th birthday. you threw me a themed party the
roaring twenties, high in a casino, the city emerald sequins, your dress, a
silky, golden raindrop. i told my brother that night, look at what love can
do. & you danced with me, under the moon’s glow all night, a dream
before sunrise.
my texts to her
last winter i wanted to ribbon away in the air, so i walked into the middle
of an intersection at night, thinking a speeding car could pop me into
paradise. i stepped toward bright lights, hoping to bubble-gum in the
road. but the car swerved & passed by me. it’s okay if you tried, if you’re
trying to kill yourself. it’s not too late to turn back. suicide’s not a blood
pact. when i talked to a crisis support specialist, they told me: we all have
suicide stories. the trick, not giving into the poetry of doom. leave your sadness to
yesterday. you only have room for now.
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june 7th–3:15pm
las vegas: cousin’s house
it’s a tired-ass-afternoon & i watch my cousin jasmine cook sopes. no
one trusts me in the kitchen. i make inedible lava-lamp meals. she shreds
cheese one moment & then gasps the next: did you hear? jeremy’s going to
jail. i tell her, no. i don’t think of our cousin jeremy, ever. when i was a
kid, he used to rape me sundays after church. he’d get on all fours &
pretend to be a dog. he’d bark & lick my legs. then, he’d push me to the
floor & mount me. i used to try to drown him when we went swimming,
pull his legs to the bottom for as long as i could. what happened? i ask. &
the story—jeremy beating on his wife, in front of their four kids. his
hands even pounded against his sister momo when she tried to break
things up. momo’s not like jeremy’s wife, though. momo’s like one of
the thick oat trees in their backyard, hard as shit even a gunshot can’t
pierce. momo fought back, hitting him in the stomach & cussing him
out: you think it’s okay to hit a woman? to hit the mother of your kids? to hit me?
jasmine finishes the story in a huff & adds, can you believe how much violence
a person can have inside of them? & i think about one of my last memories of
him at a family party— jeremy shoved me against the wall as i walked to
the bathroom, whispering, faggots get their wrists broken, & how later on,
he’d find me, grab me by the hand, lead me to his room, close the door,
drop his pants, drop to his knees, & beg, i want you. please, be inside me
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december 29th—4:10 pm
las vegas: back on cactus road
my step-dad’s grandpa died in the middle of the woods. his grandpa went
out hunting that morning, a rifle on his back & in his hands—wood & a
knife to whittle it down. his hobby, which meant he’d apply static to the
wood & give it shape. sometimes into small things, tiny animals or trees,
& other times, big ships & planes. a neighbor found his grandpa dead,
slumped up against a tree, the knife in one hand, an unfinished work in
his other. art that could have been the outline of a fossil, or an unfinished
sun. he died, my step-dad said, doing what he loved the most. i wonder if the
same rule will apply for nikiya as i drive through random streets. if we
find her dead, will she show us she died doing something she loved?
listening to a song. looking at a photo. eating a snack. smoking some
weed. something, anything to give her last moments meaning.
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june 10th–10:30pm
las vegas: tacos & beer
my date’s orders pineapple soda from the waitress. he’s wearing a selena
quintanilla shirt. a good signs i plan on telling my friends after our date.
i place my order with the waitress—5 tacos & limonada— & then we
both critique the salsa & chips the waitress just placed in front of us. the
sauce, he says as he dips a chip, is kind of like a slinky. watery. he takes a bite.
smacks his lips. doesn’t taste that bad though. nothing like my salsa, he beams.
i dip & bite, prepared to judge him. the salsa’s good, but angry. too much
spice. it doesn’t allow the other flavors to grow. you know how to cook? i
ask, envious of anyone who can create food that’s tasty. across from me,
he smiles, leans back into the booth a little, i mean, i’m a line cook. i know
what i’m doing. i immediately imagine him snorting cocaine while slicing
onions in a metallic kitchen. line cooks, according to my cousin momo,
who works in a kitchen on the strip, all live out of backpacks & have
drug-showers playing behind their eyes. it’s the only way, she says, to make
it in the kitchens. i don’t ask my date if he’s a druggie. i decide that’s a
future cyber-stalking endeavor. instead, i change the topic—wow, that’s
cool. maybe you can cook for me one day. strange question, have you ever been followed
by a stranger before? this old man wouldn’t leave me alone the other day. i thought i’d
have to murder him. cook something in the kitchen. my date chuckles. stops a
little too fast. a fake laugh, probably. nah, he says, no one’s done that to me.
i’m sorry that happened to you, but can you really blame the guy? look at you. i’d
follow you if i saw you in the streets. i pretend his comment’s flattery & put
more chips in my mouth, cursing myself for trusting signs, which, at the
end of the day, are stories for pajama parties, where your friends & you
like to believe there’s possibilities everywhere, in a shirt, a word, even in
mud.
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if you’re dead, i’ll think about what set you off…
what nikiya saw
an instagram story—three seconds, my sister in a beige trench coat,
moving

up an escalator, gold-rimmed mirrors hanging overhead,

reflecting

a large poster: free play! face beat,

hair did, skin glossy,

& hydrated, looking right.

she smirks

for two seconds & in the next

blink,

a woman’s face pops out from behind

my sister’s left shoulder,

mouth & cheeks a great big U—

carrying all the possibilities of love
& how she felt
when you break someone’s heart
you’re the one to blame
just as murderers are responsible
for the way corpses tan & crumple
in the heat
you’re not supposed to post
that you’ve moved on
until your ex is over you
otherwise, you’re flaunting your betrayal
& that’s what nikiya said to her best friend,
why is stacey doing this
to me? she wants me to hurt.
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& my step-mother no. 2
at the top of angel landing’s peak in zion national park, my best friend
lina dared me to kiss the dirt we stood on. she read someplace that taste
helped a memory last longer. neither of us did it, but i imagined picking
up stones & filling my mouth with misty mountain sunshine, with sweat
& spit from a thousand strangers. lina busied herself taking selfies &
biting into her pb&j, raging over a boy she met just last night. he’s a perfect
paper gangster. all cholo. all heart. after that, she shoved some bread slices
smeared with cherry pie jam down her throat & lectured me about living
up the rest of our blue-jean youth. you know, we have only a few years of denim
left in us. i listened & daydreamed about anne-maire, my second step
mother, who took me on hiking trips throughout my childhood. i
imagined her appearing, walking up the trail, her sun-grazed face rising
from the shadows, putting an arm around my shoulder & saying, i told
you i’d take you to the place where angels live in the sky. i keep my promises. but
anne-marie didn’t appear & lina didn’t leave me much time to remember
the past. lina passed me a bag of hot cheetos that i held crushed to my
chest all the way down the mtn, just like i did when anne-marie, belly
burritoed with a baby not my dad’s, dropped me off at a curb, tears
foaming out of her eyes, promising me i’d always be her baby, that she’d
stay in touch, that we’d still go hiking, she’d take me to the angels in the
sky, but driving off into the distance without even looking back. exactly
how nikiya must have felt when she saw that video, left behind: someone
with only crumpled-up hot cheetos in their hands.
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december 29th—4:28 pm
las vegas: back on rainbow road
the cops ping nikiya’s location—she’s somewhere in my sister’s area
code. i meet meet up with my sister, get in her car, & together we drive
down busy streets, hoping to find a trace nikiya’s left in the world. my
sister’s phone rests in the center console, & i can see she has unread
messages. all from the same person—avi, the girl my sister went on a
date with two days ago, who’s probably wondering why my sister hasn’t
returned her messages. their date went over well, according to my sister,
but what’s my sister supposed to tell avi? because i went on a date with you,
my ex decided to try & kill herself. not an easy conversation to have. we stop
at a red light. a dog’s tongue slobbers out of a car’s window next to us.
the snout’s barely visible but it reminds me of my sister’s dogs, who love
sniffing the wind, who have jumped out of the car before, hoping a leap
into the unknown meant freedom. i imagine the dog next to us doing
just that, rolling down the window & dandelioning, capable of blowing
anywhere.
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june 11th–7:30pm
las vegas: driving down paradise road
nikiya calls documentaries mangos for the soul. you can’t just watch them.
you have to peel them to get to the juicy stuff. once a month, she picks a random
day of the week & hosts popdocs, an event where she invites people
from the community to watch & discuss a documentary at a chosen
location. we’re going there right now: stacey’s driving, i’m in the back, &
nikiya’s in the passenger seat. at these events, we either spin lullabies of
agreement or argue until we’re the same color of the red wine we’re
drinking. based on the silence in the car, i can tell the convo later will be
dead, mouths stuffed with snacks instead of chopping out ideas. i try to
break the silence. are you ready for spain next week? i ask nikiya. si. i expect
for her to say more, turn her head to address me, but nada. so i probe
more: have you talked to your host family yet? do they seem nice? nikiya nods,
yeah, they look nice enough. she keeps her eyes on the road, still not engaged,
but my sister chimes in, glad they are. hope they’ll be everything you want.
nikiya’s quick to respond, oh they will be. my sister pumps the brakes a
little too hard as we approach a red light, the car jerking. let’s hope so since
you don’t plan on talking to anyone besides your host family. that get’s nikiya
going. her head snaps toward my sister: we won’t be able to talk much anyway.
we’re gonna be in different time zones. you’ll be working when i’m free. i don’t see why
we have to talk while i’m gone. i try to indent into my seat & pretend like i
don’t hear them. my sister: because i want to know you’re safe. nikiya: i can
take care of myself. my sister: ok fine, leave while i’m not looking so i forget about
you. nikiya: i didn’t mean not talk at all. i just mean, i want to get lost in the city,
i— my sister cuts her off: no, i know what you meant. the arguing continues
but i daydream instead. imagine mango juice gushing out of their
mouths.
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december 29th—5:08 pm
things i come up with while @ in & out in a parking lot
1. if dead, nikiya will never have a greasy burger
2. she’ll never have cardboard fries or dunk them into a milkshake
3. she’ll never worry that her card might be declined while paying for
food
4. she’ll never complain about not having enough ketchup
5. or enough fries.
6. she’ll never listen to my sister smacking on food
7. she’ll never hear the audio-books always playing in my sister’s car
8. she’ll never feel full, think all is okay with milkshakes
9. she’ll never eat in a car & struggle with not making a mess
10. she’ll never have that fast-food-grease flush
11. she’ll never look at the people in fast-food parking lots
12. teens chatting, feet rolling with skateboards
13. she’ll never watch my sister scarf down two protein-style doubledoubles & fries without any signs of stopping
14. she’ll never fight with a car’s visor to stay out of the sun’s rays
15. she’ll never see my sister pull snacks out of the glove compartment
after eating a big meal
16. she’ll never sit in a car
17. she’ll never drive
18. she’ll never listen to my sister’s great adventures
19. how my sister once scaled up two apartment ledges after her friend
threatened to kill herself & wouldn’t buzz anyone into the building
20. she’ll never know love is just a bite away from reality
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june 19th–11:45am
las vegas: living room
as soon as stacey comes home from the gym, she tells me she’s met
someone—a girl named adria, whose laughter made butterflies bipedal
across her belly. i was just, you know, doing my thing at the gym, when she started
lifting next to me & started chatting me up. asking about technique & whatnot. i
didn’t think anything of it until she stopped mid-way, in a bicep curl, to say i sparkled,
that i was beautiful. i encourage her to continue but instead of giving me
details, she talks about how july always brings her a summer-flame. that,
& sun bumps from the heat. when i ask how old adria is, my sister laughs
out twenty one. ten years younger than she is, five years younger than i am.
i swear to god, i’m not doing this on purpose, she begins defensively. it just keeps
happening. these youngins just keep drifting down in front of me, small hot airballoons. i don’t press the issue because most of her partners have been
her age & it’s been awhile since her voice has been this light. stacey
doesn’t bring nikiya up, even though nikiya just left yesterday to study in
spain. nothing’s gonna happen, my sister says, but it’s nice to feel desired, ya know.
we’re gonna get coffee later in the week. i’m gonna go shower. she ends our talk &
heads upstairs to her room, & i hope this is the start of the end. that my
sister can finally commit to saying again, i want nikiya gone. happy but gone.
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december 29th—5:40 pm
las vegas: back on blue diamond road
before long, the sun sets & de la noche nace la esperanza. my sister & i
wrap each other in diaphanous dreamcoats as we drive. my sister makes
grand proclamations: i’m gonna take nikiya on another trip to spain. we’ll stay
in shitty hostels & fall asleep in alleyways, find ourselves lost in the city, only needing
each other. the truth beneath the moonlight is not something we talk
about. we have to hold on to the hope nikiya lost. before we turn home
& quit looking for a while, my sister tells me, hope is clay our hands can mold
into any shape, & we can’t ever forget that. & i know her fingers would do just
that, rub together, build small futures in her palms, even if i hear the
sound of heaven being pulled down in my sister’s wails, if we find nikiya
dead, a nothing icy girl, fingers bone-dry.
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june 23rd–11:40 pm
las vegas: the fruit loop
my friends & i like to call las vegas galigay since the city’s a valley full of
gays. galigay peaks in the summer, when the day lathers you in sweat &
the call for sinning-amor blooms. outside, when you drive down paradise
road on the strip, you can see pigeons in the sky flying south to the heat
of the clubs. as soon as 10 o’clock hits, you’ll see los twinks following
suit, after they spray their bodies in glitter, glisten as astrological bodies.
in the streets, se encuentran los osos gigantes, who hunt the twinks. i
watch this happen every weekend & now, as i drive to the gay clubs to
meet my friends. before i exit my car, i remind myself to avoid the chaos
of galigay’s streets. i don’t want the city & it’s men to swallow me up like
so many of my friends, who have followed men into hotels, who have
disappeared, who swear they’re living in dante’s inferno as they plop pills
into their bellies. i sneak past los osos gigantes & slip through the older
men offering daddy lessons until i reach the yellow flicker beats in the
club. i go inside & that’s the only time in my life i am surrounded by so
many people like me. together we dance, form a blockade against the
hate waiting outside these gay-glittering walls.
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if you’re dead, i’ll think about your last text message to me…
no
a single word
answered two days after
my simple question:
are you okay?

[i don’t want to admit i didn’t respond to nikiya, not now, not when
she could be dead, so i write this—]
the night sky’s el rio negro, & she’s backing out of the driveway,
descending into the dark, without her brake-lights bolting red. i don’t
warn her of the dangers of living
the thought of a man’s lips pressing pink on mine is all i
focus on: to be the honeydew men crave, just here, on earth, briefly
desired
how are we supposed to live
worrying that people can’t
see the world without umbrellas
extended over their heads,
unable to stand in the rain &
catch raindrops
in their mouths & smile?
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& your social media posts
“i learned that my heart is one big magical kitchen that makes love. i do
not need love from anyone else because i can make enough love for
myself and the entire universe. i am practicing that recipe.”
—from instagram, september 14, 2017
“i can live in solitude but i feel like each of US can only fulfill our
mission with the help of others. we're all in this same universe together.
what do you think? comment below.”
—from instagram october 8th, 2017
“imagine the whole sky has one big smile smiling down on you.”
—from instagram, november 8th, 2017
“happiness is the only thing that matters. i strive to get to that happy
place each day. 🌊 how do you do it?…”
— from instagram, december 3, 2017
“transitioning. is anyone else going through changes?…”
—from instagram, december 20th, 2017
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december 29th—6:43 pm
las vegas: stacey’s bedroom
nikiya’s best friend alejandra’s on speakerphone: you can stop searching for
nikiya. she’s a dumbass. she’s on instagram. liking photos. when we find her, i’m
gonna beat her ass.
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june 25th–2:12 pm
las vegas: my father’s living room
my friend’s mother has bipolar. sometimes she stays awake for days
because the world corduroys into violent textures & colors. sometimes
she’s committed to the mental ward down the road she swears smells of
butterscotch candy & menthols. just like her mother. a jawbreaking
woman ugly as a barracuda—who didn’t even cry when her sixteen-yearold daughter left for america, without a clear plan, navigating by heart &
gut. only sometimes does she talk about when she was caught trying to
cross the border, how the male officers called her their mangito verde &
how they couldn’t wait to have her for themselves. only once did she talk
about how her family bathed her in bleach & gasoline, guided by a
witchdoctor, thinking illness could clean away. ever since i heard her
story, whenever i hear my father yell—that snowflake faggo!t—at a cnn
news anchor, like now, as the tv blares in front of us, i imagine how he
would have prepared a tub of toxic white waters for me as a child, if that
meant i’d crave peach rings between women’s thighs. he would have
scrubbed my skin until i bled white & my body filled with liquid about
to fire.
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if you’re not dead, i’ll ask you to think about your job…
nikiya works as a tantric reiki massage therapist. one of my sister’s best
friends says that’s just a fancy way of calling nikiya a spiritual hoe. i don’t
care if nikiya cites venus & lights incenses & shit. she massages men & gives them
happy endings. that’s all there is to it. they joke nikiya’s body is a midnight
feast for the men she services or that she's a teenage fantasy because she
looks so young. my sister always argues back with them, it’s not like that.
they don’t have sex. it’s about spiritual healing. during her sessions, nikiya traces
the body for energy fractures, kaleidoscopic tares she heals with crystals
& releases when kneading into the skin. i want tell nikiya to stand in a
mirror & look for fractures in her own body. she can’t just be a moon
goddess for others, therapeutic to everyone besides herself.
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& herbs
after meeting her new co-worker she called “the herb man,” mysister
researched the health benefits of taking shrooms & ayahuasca. her
coworker traveled across the world in a hippie van, inhaling any & all
medicinal plant knowledge. he claimed to have found the cure to
depression in plants: if you think about it, we’re all just spaghetti missing the right
spices. the trouble is finding the right one, but it’s out there, somewhere. he went on
to say that herbs pass good vibes from the earth into our brains, the path
to happiness. that’s something i have to tell nikiya. maybe if she fills her
lungs with green earth she’ll see herself like a sweet apricot, not an
apricot pit, only in the way of something sweet.
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december 29th—7:33 pm
las vegas: stacey’s bedroom
i once saw a conspiracy theory video on youtube claiming aliens
communicate with humans through egyptian pyramids. supposedly,
beams of light shoot into the tips of the pyramid, & people must have
their mouths open inside, capture the light to understand the alien
messages. most of the comments on the video bashed the credibility of
the information, but i’ve always wondered how different life would be if
we could throw ideas into each other’s mouths without saying a word.
all we’d have to do—close our eyes, gulp the air like fish eat, & know
what the people around us are feeling. something i could use now, since
my sister’s quiet. sitting in the computer chair in her room, scrolling
through her phone. she’s not hysterical or angry, showing any sign she’s
gonna get out of her seat & bust a window, what the movies say she
should be like. that’s how i think i would feel if someone i loved acted
like nikiya. how do you live life knowing someone’s died for you? how
do you live life knowing someone’s tried to die for you? how are you
supposed to act knowing that information? questions i wish i could share
with my sister, but i don’t know if she’s realized this yet, that she’s the
reason someone’s tethered their soul to a ufo, hoping to travel as far
away from earth as physically possible.
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june 26th–10:42 pm
las vegas: a stranger’s house
my head rests on my date’s chest, & we’re watching a movie on his
couch. i’m more interested in the rhythm beneath his skin than the
explosions on the screen. you have a calm heart, i say to him. he grunts,
strokes the back of my head slightly. my ex said my heart's a blender, so that’s
new. the image strikes me, & i want to know if his ex indicated whether
the blender was turned on or off. i try to get more information, why would
he say that? a helicopter blows up just then. loud on the screen. the fire
red, claying up the sky black. he reaches over my body, grabs the remote
off the coffee table, & lowers the volume. i look up from his chest & his
burnt butter eyes stay on me as he speaks, cause i got a lot going on inside.
hard to figure out what is what, ya know? just like i know you do.
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if you’re not dead, i’ll tell you what the women in my family say about love…
1. my mother once told me to

3. stacey says, if someone’s not fighting for

forget a boy, mijito, he’s smoke. you need

you, then it doesn’t matter. i should have

air. you’re too handsome. but

known she'd say this because her love

she also said love

scraps. just like when one of her ex-

was falling down a flight of

girlfriend’s broke into her house &

stairs. why she stayed in her

fought my sister up the stairs, punching

second

marriage,

even

after

her

a whole into the wall, as if proclaiming,

husband smashed her shoulder pink

there. it. is. see. my. love.

against concrete steps, 12. even after he
put a gun to her head, begging
please, don’t make me do this,

4. my grandma once told me as she

please, i’ll do it.

pounded masa into magic, the love

please, couldn’t she see, love

i want is softer than a tortilla, but

is a shot waiting to happen.

strong enough to hold
a meal, beans & shredded beef.
maybe that’s why she let her husband

2. to my sister janice, love

pound 13 children out of her, pound

sticks. she pointed to her

her limp, pound

heart as she said this but i know she

his love onto her soul

meant in-between her thighs.
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& about an essay i wrote in high school
scholarship application: is shakespeare’s romeo + juliet story relevant today? if
so, what can we learn from it?
intro
i’ve never read any of shakespeare’s books. just the important parts, for
quizzes & hw. maybe that’s why i never understood the ending scene:
juliet on a religious alter, romeo caressing her face, sentimental dreaming
one moment, then worm-holing his heart the next. when my grandpa
juan had a stroke suddenly, my grandma never thought of dying. even at
his funeral, even as dirt covered his body in orange earth. & they were
together for over 40 years, not just 4 days like romeo + juliet. my
grandma always told me when i was sad, when the sun breaks up in the sky,
you have to smile. count your sunrises & consider yourself lucky— you have another
day for the world to piece itself back together.
body
some people don’t believe in life after love. when my cousin jasmine
broke up with her ex, he drove to her house. he called her one, two,
three, seven times. when jasmine picked up & refused to go outside to
see him, he said he was gonna kill himself. she told him to fuck off, &
hung up. then, she heard two gun shots. which sent her running outside,
searching. she found him, in his car, gun in hand, face to steering wheel,
crying. he promised he’d do it as she got closer. couldn’t she see, he was a
grasping bog without her?
conclusion
romeo+ juliet teaches us one thing: we don’t know how to love. we
shouldn’t want to die when our hearts break. we shouldn’t have to be
like my cousin jasmine, force a gun out of someone’s hand, throw it into
the night like a pack of gum, & drive to someone’s mother’s house, ring
a doorbell & say, your child’s sick. they need help. they’re trying to butcher their
hurt onto their body.
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december 29th—8:47 pm
las vegas: upstairs bathroom
to get ready for the night, you must keep the devil off your shoulders.
you can’t let him root. otherwise, you’ll have an angry griot of hate you’ll
have to combat. the best defense: glitter & blush. perfect for creating
sparkling-bubble-gum cheeks that mask self-hate. what i’m misting &
coloring on my face right now. you’ll have to abide by the golden rule:
shoving your problems to the bottom of your belly so you can have fun.
that’s why i’m pouring a shot of vodka for myself. i don’t need sadness
in my night. the day held enough. i can’t let worry about nikiya static. if
i give worry any energy, it’ll grow & grow, until i’m a blue lagoon, mind
muddy, unable to live in the now.
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june 27th–10:12 am
las vegas: @ mtns edge park, walking the dogs
my mother prays for buffalos/ when she plays her favorite slot machine/
if they herd/ she’s sugar/ & when they don’t/ she pushes back her
cuticles/ until they red/ my childhood’s full of/ jagged nail-beds/ my
mother stuffing bills/ to the bottom/ of her purse/ my siblings & i pray
she never becomes/ that woman/ who drove down the strip/
swallowing arms & legs/ with her car/ injuring twelve/ killing one/
cursing the buffalos/ for never saving her/ offering their meat/ which
is what stacey’s/ plagued by/ sins of the flesh/ she says/ will always tempt/
tonight/ she & adria will/ get drinks/ on the slot-machine strip/ herd at
a table/ jagged against a wall/ & they’ll bed drinks/ until they’re lips are
red/ pursed-buffalos/ offering their meat
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if you’re not dead, i’ll tell you why it’s okay to want to die…
stories about death
on body
i once read a woman started covering her body head-to-toe after a man
raped her. i thought she was silly to think clothes could protect us—we
could be in a stranger’s mouth in a matter of moments. my middle-aged
boss tried to do this with mine, when he walked into my office, pushed
a chair against the door, & dropped his pants, hoping i’d take him inbetween my legs, let him be a cloud bursting.
on mind
one of the perks of being seen as a sunflower by men, according to my
sister stacey, is being desired, receiving gifts by gaze-drunk men. but i
never saw the rewards my sister promised would come my way—no
violet jewels or coastal trips, just grasping hands, a stranger’s knuckles
jammed into my hips—& the only sunflower i ever saw was wilted, with
slugs chewing into its center.
on spirit
during one of my uncle’s funeral’s my cousin momo taught me about
autopsies. when you die, they send you to the butcher. he pulls out all your insides
until you’re chewing gum. she told me our tía asked the butcher to slice our
tío into cheese slices, the reason his casket was closed. no one blamed
her—our tío was thrown through the windshield when he crashed his
truck, high on hookers & cocaine, splitting in half. a death i wished
would happen to the old man who followed me home from the gas
station, tailing me for 15 minutes, & forcing me to pull over, just so he
could ask if i wanted to get into his truck & have fun. fun with the
butcher.
on soul
since i was a little kid, scientists have been saying holes are in the sky.
small rips in the ozone. i used to think that meant you could see puddles
in the air, that the moon & the stars sucking us into space. for weeks i
went to bed hoping i’d wake rising up to the sky, the ceiling & roof
crumbling away, my blankets whooshing in the wind, traveling to the
sun. how cool would it be to float up there, above everyone, all alone,
where you’re the only one who can praise your body or watch it burn.
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& how i have to live
my dad says grapefruits remind him of younger days, times when he sat
under the tiger-striped sky after picking fruit in the fields with his father,
who puffed cigar clouds as they drove home until they both smelled of
ash, not dirt. the best part about grapefruits, according to my dad, was
digging into them, scooping sweetness out of their skin. he always joked
my mother tried to do that to him when they were married, but she
couldn’t slice into him, which would make him smack his beer belly &
proudly say, i got that peña blood. wood skin. i need to tell nikiya, whenever
i feel unstable, i imagine journeying out to the picking fields, picking
strawberries until all the softness in my body settles into the soil, leaving
me with stone skin, prepared for anyone who tries scooping out my
insides.
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december 29th—9:33 pm
las vegas: upstairs hallway
don’t worry about me, my sister says, i’ll be fine. worry about having fun. she
shuts her bedroom door & just like that, she’s gone. a shadowed sound.
as i walk down the stairs i can’t help but feel guilty, as if i should stay.
but we’d just sit in the dark & wait for news. my presence wouldn’t
mermaid any magic. still, as i put on my shoes & grab my keys, i think of
the night i ran into one of my sister’s ex-girlfriends at a gay club. she ran
across the room & hugged me, said, wow! look at you. you’ve found your
emerald fantasy. let’s show your sister. we took a funky photo & then she
asked, why didn’t you ever tell your sister that you’re gay? she could have used your
help.
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june 28th–1:18 pm
my coming out story (i reluctantly tell dates)
one of my earliest memories is
dancing to the tootsie roll by the
69boys on-top of the living room
coffee table, wearing nothing but an
oversized t-shirt— in the center of
the shirt, a pack of queso-lions.
underneath them a caption: good
things come in small packages. i
remember the room static-ing from
the large, hip-stereos blasting, &
how the ground clapped up my
body. it was a day of lazy, bright
sunshine that liked to linger, float in
through the barbed-wired windows
+ flashlight here & there. that’s
what i see when i close my eyes. &
then, i hear my father saying he’d
never seen someone so carefree,
even saying, you had bubbles bubbling
out of your belly.

another early memory (but this one
i don’t think of often): it’s night &
dim & i’m leaning against the
hallway wall—my parent’s room is a
few feet away. my bladder’s
submarined, lusting for porcelain, &
i think i have dreams in my eyes.
their door’s closed, yet my dad’s
voice booms out with my
stepmom’s. their voices come to me
in scoops & sound as if they’re
coming out a well. first my dad:
stacey can’t live here. she can’t be here. my
stepmom: pete, you can’t kick her out.
she’s your daughter. & his follow-up: no
child of mine will be gay.

this memory doesn’t exist:
mom, dad, i’m gay.
instead, this one does:
it’s buzzcut season & the florescence hospital lights
overhead are harsh—on me & the woodcut police officer,
who keeps asking questions & jotting down notes: did
you know him? how did he get your clothes off of you? we’ll need to take
evidence, is that okay? i don’t remember what I told him
because i kept thinking my teardrops tasted like pears & how
my body could still be sweet even when it’s been eaten. &
then i time jump to my car, the sky bubbling in the morning
through the windshield, & i’m hoarse & asking my stepmom for money for medicine so i don’t get hiv, & her first
question is, you like men?
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december 29th—10:50 pm
las vegas: chenay’s house
during the holidays, chenay, andrew, & i go home to vegas & re-stick
together, trying to recapture our undergrad years together, pollenating
the present with the past. on weekends, we hit up the clubs of vegas.
tonight, we meet at chenay’s first, take shots, & pile into her parent’s
lexus. they notice i’m not as talkative as we drive, music bubblegumming: hey! your thoughts belong in the sun. share. i tell them about nikiya—
how she’s a milk carton kid right now—& they reply: we just went out with
her last week. she seemed just fine. nikiya did seem fine last friday night. she
laughed & talked & danced with us. she even shared ghost stories with
us after we told her about our haunted college home. we drive to the
strip thinking how eventually we all become ghost stories.

december 30th—midnight
las vegas: freezone
we join the swans on the dance floor & swim. we twirl in a circle: become
six stomping feet, three swinging scythes, one pixilated phantom. andrew
draped in a grizzly bear coat, chenay wearing sharp icicle heels, a dress
the color of heartburn. we drink out of pitchers & baboon about: pulling
drinks from tables & each other’s hands, pointing at cute boys & girls &
plotting promises of romance, trying to get lost in the night.

december 30th—2 am
las vegas: piranha night club
we don’t talk much about nikiya. we don’t think nikiya is dead. we don’t
think she is dumb enough, brave enough, sad enough, to kill herself. she’s
being dramatic, we reason. exes are just burn marks you forget in time. you don’t
kill yourself over another person. doesn’t she know that? we do, so we laugh at
nikiya, joke she’s already rotting in a ditch. but we also expect her to walk
into the bar any minute, like she did nights before, her hair like water,
wavy like the sea, ready to envelop us in hugs & erase any burn-marked
doubts forming on our skins.
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june 29th–10:42 am
las vegas: esos gym
adria has cursive-black hair & is squat-pressing 200 pounds next to me.
the weight’s sober on her shoulders, looking light as a featherstone. her
body doesn’t shake, unlike mine, which roller skates when i pile weight
on. she squats & then puts the weight down. turns her butt toward the
gym mirror to flex. i look away, focus on raising my 10-pound barbells,
& wonder how long my sister’s been in the bathroom. 2 minutes. 4?
when i said i’d work out with my sister, she didn’t mention we’d meet
up with adria. i would have worn less ratty clothes. combed my hair. she
could be my sister’s next love affair after all, even though they didn’t kiss
on their date the other night. adria comes & stands next me, says, i heard
you like writing. so do i. i read more. just read milk & honey, have you read it? i
tell her no, i haven’t but one of my friends chronicled his reading online, which ended
with him crying. i know i need to. she stretches her arms out in front of her,
her shoulders erupting into two protruding mountains. well, she says, i’ll
let you borrow it the next time i see you. i don’t mind sharing my stuff. her back
flattens & my sister returns. i watch adria’s cheeks clothespin toward her
eyes the moment my sister arrives. i can guess adria’s thoughts as she
stares at my sister. she thinks stacey’s her milk, her honey.
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december 30th—3:15 am
las vegas: driving down highway 95
when i was still youngboned & small, i slept on my grandma’s floor.
sometimes i’d wake up to her dancing in the middle of the night. eyes
closed, a low hum, feet shuffling to & fro. she’d swear grandpa was
dancing with her, one hand firm on her hip, the other interlocked with
hers. i never saw him & never wanted to. when i asked my grandma what
the dead looked like, she said, se miran como siluetas vacías. solo sombras y
huesos. after that, i was afraid of waking up & seeing a skeleton without a
face sleeping next to me, asking if it was grandpa, & it slowly saying, no.
when i shared that, my grandma told me i watched too many scary
movies. the dead aren’t out to hurt us, she explained. we carry the dead. escucha.
they rattle behind us whenever we need them. i used to try listen for them late at
night, but never heard a thing. as i drive home from the night out, i
wonder if my sister’s listening for the dead right now. if she’s closed her
eyes & started waltzing with the night like i used to do. pressed her ears
to the air, hoping to hear the sound of bones cracking on-top of each
other somewhere in the dark, for each pop to feel like a hug from the
grave.
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july 3rd–4:17 pm
love stories about adria
on lust
we went back to adria’s place after the gym. adria had some tightness in
her thighs, so i showed her some stretches. we kissed. i’ve never been so
attracted to someone in my life. i couldn’t help myself anymore. i
restrained myself in the past, but each time i’m with her, it’s like having
the sun right in front of you. you can’t just ignore that. you have to drink
from it.
on knowing
i took adria to my favorite ice cream shop, a mom & pop in califronia. i
didn’t know if she’d be down for a four-hour road trip, but adria got in
the car, buckled her seatbelt, & said, i’m game for anything. we talked the
whole trip. i forgot how someone can care about what you’re thinking.
adria kept saying, i want to know what’s going on in your head. what’s lego-ing in
place. isn’t that weird? this girl i barely know has shown more interested
in me than nikiya has in months. we ate ice cream & walked the
boardwalk nearby, holding hands, our fingers locking around one
another easy, like we’d been doing this for a long time.
on feelings
wanna hear something crazy? i mean really really crazy. bat shit. worse
than the time our cousins tried to convince you drinking chlorine would
give you super powers. i think adria’s the one. i can see myself marrying
her. when have i ever said that? & this soon?
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december 30th—3:40 am
las vegas: driving down highway 95
my sister’s up, but still lying in her bed, phone in hand, eying the ceiling.
her face’s lit in velvet light from a table lamp across her room. i scoot
into bed with her: any news? she shakes her head. is nikiya still liking photos?
i ask. my sister opens instagram & checks—nikiya is. i don’t think it’s her,
my sister starts. there’s an app you can get that likes people’s profiles for you so you
get more followers. i don’t have a good feeling about this. i can feel it in my gut. she
goes silent. her thoughts probably in a place farther away than the
universe. i don’t know how to comfort her, so i go for mom’s words: it
could be nikiya. you only think water’s coming through the ceiling because you haven’t
eaten enough today. let’s go get you something.
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july 10th–11:25 pm
las vegas: atomic liquors
my brother jose doesn’t often speak about his anger toward our dad, but
it fizzles out here & there. he once pulled out two steak knives, pointed
them at our dad, & dared our dad to try him. stacey & pj swear our dad’s
hard hands caused their relationship to go south, but janice thinks it all
has to do with jose’s bullfighter heart of thunder. i think it began when
we were kids, six and seven: jose’s back + shirt on fire from sitting too
close to a candle, my grandmother beating his back with oven mitts as
he tried to toss the flames away with his hands, until a chunk of his flesh
reddened like a stomped-on anthill. our dad beat jose when he got home,
yelling through each strike, we are born to be crushed. why are you trying to do
it yourself? i’ve always wished jose saw that our dad’s hits were not just
out of anger, but of fear & sadness. maybe then jose could understand
our dad. but figuring out a person is tough— which is what i’m trying to
do, understand my date. a matador-looking guy who drinks heineken,
snorts when he laughs, & who just caught me staring at the emotions he
wears on his wrists: i was in a bad place a long time ago. cutting was perfecting
the art of sadness. i get it. we all go through the dark ages, i say. we continue our
conversation & talk until it gets late. he walks me to my car & the two
of us marvel at the differences in our hand size. you’re a smirf, he tells me,
& i’m a comet. i scoot away from him slightly, that doesn’t mean i don’t shine
just as bright. he closes the distance between us, his leg bumping into
mine: i never said that. actually, the opposite. we arrive at my car & linger. he
leans against my car, says, before you leave, you have to ask me one more question.
i call him lame. you just can’t get enough of me, huh? he shrugs. i ask for a
moment to think & his eye’s never orbit away. okay, serous question: was it
fear or sadness or anger that made you want to hurt yourself? he cups his chin, &
after a moment he says, probably all three. aren’t those the reasons we all hurt
ourselves?
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if you’re dead, i’ll think about getting back at you…
i see it already—
in a week, i’ll go to some godzilla man’s house in
a penthouse & plan on giving him my body. but
when i get there, i’ll coconut close & only let him
touch my ass because that’s all he’ll want anyway.
maybe i’ll let him kiss my neck or put his hands in my pants
if he’s slick enough. my eyes will either be closed or
to the sky— probably open—i can conjure nikiya there
& force her to watch, tell her, this is all your fault. it’s the
only way i can get back at you. this is the only way i know
how to grieve. one bad choice after another. i’ll spend
the rest of the evening wondering about other ways to
punish the dead.
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& imagine how the next few weeks will go
one month after she’s dead, i’ll celebrate my birthday with a
stranger i’ll meet online hours before. he'll drive me up a mtn top
so we can look over the city & listen to music, talk. he’ll tell me
about his life + hopes + dreams, but i won’t recall anything. i will
only remember one conversation that night, & i’ll think memory
is somehow tethered by a string. to go back there, all i have to do
is tug—& i’ll be back in the front seat of his car, hearing him say,
look at how beautiful the city is at night. it’s like a garden of starlight down
there.
two weeks after she’s dead, i’'ll spend an afternoon fighting with
my supervisor, who won’t think a funeral is a good enough of
an excuse to miss a staff meeting. she’ll even ask for a copy of
the police report, thinking i’ve lied, as if i were one of the
undergraduate students we teach. later, after scolding me, she’ll
tell me she knows about grief & give me a poem, read this when
gravity crushes you.
48 hours after she’s dead, i’ll drive up a big hill on new year’s
eve to watch the city of vegas firework. the night sky will morph
into colorful cranes popping, which will make me think about
migrations: how death is just another season we travel to.
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december 30th—4:10 am
las vegas: my sister’s bedroom
we try to sleep, but my sister’s suspicion keeps me awake. when i close
my eyes, i see nikiya as a moving picture: laughing from her face to her
hair. big. loud. the sound of youth & sunshine. all from the day we filmed
a youtube video, explaining our summer hiking trip at lake havasupai.
gaps in the clouds kept messing up our lighting & we halted filming many
times. during one of our breaks, we started making fun of our survival
skills, how we couldn’t even pitch a hammock without help. we built, she
said, a carbonated fort. i needed to pray on a four-leaf clover each time i stepped in.
that’s when she laughed. & that’s when i asked her why wasn’t she this
carefree on our trip. she told me to hold out my hand, close to her face.
she started blowing, do you feel that? i told her yes. sometimes i feel too much,
she said, taking a second to pause for air. most of the time i don’t feel anything
at all, unless i’m with stacey. she continues to blow & then stops. do you feel
anything now? i told her no. exactly. that’s how i live.
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july 13th–5:09 pm
las vegas: café rio
whenever abuelo ernesto talks about his childhood in puerto rico, the
island glows into golden sunsets & moons. puerto rico’s home to golden
plazas & beaches where women eat the sun. no other place, he says, bleeds
& blooms the sun. he hasn’t been back since he left for america some
seventy years ago, but says he probably never go back: the past doesn’t
want him. i didn’t figure out what he meant until the two children he left
at childbirth in puerto rico showed up to his house in michigan. full
grown, with children of their own. he greeted them with warm kisses &
tight hugs, but could only tell them, la vida es un carnival, when they asked
him why he abandoned them. the same response didn’t work on my
grandma. he couldn’t say a thing to combat grandma’s pockets full of no,
no me des eso. i’m not your lungs. you can’t fill me up with clouds. i offer the same
advice grandpa offered me to stacey, as she asks me if she should still go
on her trip to spain in a week, if she should tell nikiya about adria: stacey,
secrets taste good. small mangitos we hold in the back of our throats. but once someone
else bites into what you’re hiding, you’ll be left on your knees, begging to dig it out of
their mouths.
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december 30th—5:40 am
las vegas: my sister’s bedroom
it’s morning & i don’t believe in ghosts. but here you are—standing in
my sister’s shadow as she gets out of bed to close the blinds: your hair,
warm, rolling waves, unlike my sister’s straight, rainy hair. your bones +
body just sketches in the growing, gonging light. even so, i know your
back’s to me & you’re wrapped around my sister, tight. you’re only
visible seconds. one, two, maybe three. long enough for my breath to
rapture, for goosebumps to raindrop up my skin. then the blinds shut &
you’re gone. spooked, i tell my sister: i think i just saw nikiya in your shadow.
& then my voice thins. i think she’s dead.
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july 20th–10:15 am
las vegas: whole foods
as she grabs travel sized contact solution, my sister says she’s gonna end
things with nikiya tomorrow, while in spain. she breaks the news & then
wonders off into the animal section. while looking for a snack to buy, i
imagine their breakup. standard. cliché. my sister walking off the plane,
nikiya smiling one moment in the terminal, then rushing to embrace my
sister in a hug. nikiya will stand on her tippy-toes to kiss my sister, only
for my sister to move her face away, cough, pretend she’s sick. they’ll
leave & check into their hotel, eat & walk the beach handing hands, until
my sister tells nikiya the truth. i met someone, my sister will say, i didn’t mean
to. nikiya will push away from my sister, the sun behind her, say with
ocean eyes, you don’t love me anymore? my sister will hug nikiya, tight. tell
her that would never happen. that she’ll always love nikiya. you’re my
partner. we’re together forever, you know that. i just can’t be with you like we are
now. nikiya will cry. for a few moments. then she’ll move away from my
sister, ask, so this is it? we’re done? my sister won’t be able to make a clean
break. i don’t know. i just know we can’t keep lying to each other. nikiya will fight
my sister’s resolution until the sky blackens with stars & goosebumps
waterfall over their bodies. nikiya will ask, can we hold hands at least? i float
without you. & that’s what they’ll do the whole trip, walk through
monuments & history, palms a couch, sheltering their dear old past.
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december 30th—10 am
las vegas: parking lot
this never happens
driving, the sun a halo in the distance, my sister’s
alone on a desert road far away from the hustle &
crackle of the city. her neck swivels left &
right & center. she talks to herself one second—
where are you? let me find you, please—& then her
words tumbledry in her throat as she spots a small,
red kia, resting among cactus & dirt.
in a snap, my sister’s outside the little car & inside:
nikiya, plastic over her face, silent
in the backseat, body a weeping willow
my sister pounds on the window, tries the door,
but it’s locked, so she grabs a tire iron from her car
trunk & pounds on the window until it rains glass.
she throws the door open & pulls nikiya by her
feet, slowly bathing her body in light, until
.
nikiya’s head rests in her arms. she pulls
the plastic into a necklace & presses her head to
nikiya’s chest: hears a small embered heartbeat &
cries, thankful the sky didn’t slip inside & turn
nikiya blue.
but this does
the shadows under my sister’s eyes resemble bruised apples from lack of sleep,
but she continues searching for nikiya. she drives around her neighborhood,
trying her luck there. she circles the block twice, just in case, then leaves to
search elsewhere. my sister exits her housing complex’s gate & starts driving
away, but immediately she turns around—there’s a side-parking lot right outside
her complex she hasn’t checked yet. nikiya’s kia sits across the lot. & inside:
nikiya, in the backseat, plastic over
face, body a grey & blue petrified tree
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july 27th–8 pm
the stories we text about love
what one of my best friends texts
i think i’ve found my amphibian prince. the one. i know it. with him, i
don’t just want sunshine & lust. he makes me feel like a puppy paw girl.
corny shit, i know. i hope we go on a second date. gah.
what my sister stacey texts
you’re not gonna believe this. i went to my psychic, pam, trying to get
her perspective on my dating life, especially with what happened in spain.
she said adria’s my twin flame! you’ve heard about that, right? when we
were created, we were attached to our other half, but we were split, our
bones jumping away from one another. & now we’re spirit detectives,
spending lifetimes just to find that other half. pam said adria & i have
found each other in nine past lives. can you believe that?
what i send
my first boyfriend bought us matching dog-collars, both engraved with
las palabras de amor: soulmate. he gave the necklace to me under one of
van gogh’s cold, starry night skies, as we both lay on our backs in a grassy
field, fingers clasped, bodies sleeping-bagged together. it was our last
night together, before i moved away for school, & we promised we’d
fish the other out of the sky when we missed each other, toss one line in
the air & wait for a tug. & we did, for months, our necklaces pressed to
our hearts. then: his fell off at the beach while swimming, & mine
disappeared without me even noticing. that’s why you shouldn’t make a
fuss over whether someone is or is not the one. you might like them
now, but tomorrow their name might sink to the bottom of the ocean
or be buried inside a crumbling sand castle.
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december 30th—10:10 am
las vegas: outside stacey’s neighborhood
nikiya’s dead in her car, hidden behind doors &
broken glass. the police talk to my
sister, who told me, nikiya’s body’s an empty
nest. i focus on the pigeons snacking on
spoiled bread, next to an empty bottle of
booze, the dusty, homeless man who
roams the neighborhood left
behind, until my sister motions for me next
to the stormtrooper in nikes, hoping
for silence. i trade questions with the officer,
notice she’s chewing bubble gum & smells like
she doused herself in rose petal perfume
& when i think of perfume i imagine
fire, pigs roasting, blackened
bacon stuffing my nose. i imagine
my tias holding my dead grandma’s
pajamas to their small noses
at night. i imagine paleontologists digging
in the earth, picking dinosaur bones
out of dirt, looking for the past,
& that’s what perfume is—
the remains
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july 30th–11:20 am
las vegas: walking to mtn’s edge park
nikiya knows only the language of limbo now. she doesn’t want to let go,
move on, be done with their relationship—i’ll wait for you. i’m here, right
here. all she’s done is cry. & she’s made my sister aware, sending crying
emojis every day, accompanied by, i don’t understand. you shouldn’t abandon
love. today’s the first day in five, my sister has had a moment of relief, &
she’s relishing it, smiling without guilt, ready to do something outside
the house. i’m gonna walk the dogs. wanna come? i put on my tennis shoes &
leash the smallest dog jr., the only pitbull i’m strong enough to handle.
my sister has bella & chance in her hands & i almost ask her who’s gonna
walk jacob, out of habit. the last time i came home my sister had to put
him down, from the cancer sprouting from his bones. we take off, & i
wonder if nikiya’s silence comes from her last convo with stacey: i forgot
how sweet life can feel! i found a strand of your hair in my bed! she said she
wrapped that piece of hair around her finger & took it everywhere with
her. even talking to it. we walk, & talk, & pick up dog shit. you know what
i don’t get. my sister says, nikiya was saying before she left to spain that she didn’t
believe in labels, that she didn’t know if she wanted a relationship. now that’s all she
wants. what did nikiya learn over there? a hypothesis: the chaos that loneliness
brings. but i don’t get to say that. her phone buzzes. nikiya. & nikiya’s
words, loud: it’s gone! it’s gone! you’re gone!
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you’re dead & i drove right past you
if a movie were made about yesterday, a camera would have followed
me: la puta inteligênte straddling a tall man one moment—the man’s
palms firmly grasping ass— & then la puta sneezing, clutching their
throat, pointing to the closed bathroom door across the room, i’m super
allergic to dogs. i have to go. la puta grabs keys with shoes, no socks. leaves
the apartment despite the man’s pleas. the camera pans close: stays on la
puta’s ruffled hair, flushed cheeks, ojos de miel. which only sweeten
when la puta drives & the sun pierces the windshield. but la puta’s eyes
also darken when la puta puts up the sun-visor. la puta’s phone vibrates
& chimes in their pocket. la puta pulls out their phone & opens a dating
app, where vultured men wait, want. the camera shifts from la puta
answering messages to the road, full of cars. la puta makes three left
turns & almost runs two red lights. brakes randomly. approaches the gate
to their housing complex & punches in the code to enter. la puta strolls
past the gate without looking around. la puta parks & walks home. when
la puta’s garage door opens, la puta’s sister pulls out. the passenger
window rolls down & the camera rest there, directly on la puta’s sister.
nikiya, she says, i have to save her. & then the camera rewinds, back to la
puta at the gate. instead of watching la puta enter the gate code, the
camera pans to the right & zooms in on a small red kia, shining just right
there, waiting to be found.
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december 30th—10:15 am
las vegas: parking lot

my sister janice’s husband doesn’t believe in dinosaurs. he has a
theory—they’re just bones god pulled out of planets when creating the
earth (or something like that). i asked him if his hypothesis came after a
midnight blunt, my way of saying he was full of shit, which only caused
my sister & her husband to gasp! & quote god’s word. my sister ended
the convo by saying, you never know, maybe he’s right. maybe dinosaurs aren’t
real. after that, i joked my anthropology degree was useless & started
saying t-rex came from pluto’s moon (a joke no one got). i’d learn
throughout time janice’s husband had strange explanations for a lot of
things & i tried not to argue with him. so when they show up to the
parking lot, i think he’s gonna have a pseudo-biblical expiation for
suicide, but i hear him say, it doesn’t make sense. it’s like gravity jumped out of
her. & now all i will be able to think about is what keeps us tethered to
earth, our bones or our minds.
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july 31st–2:20 pm
las vegas: nikiya’s house
i’ve had seven step parents—three with my mom, four with my dad. i’ve
never thought love has to stay put. but nikiya does. we’re in her living
room, on the floor, sitting cross-legged from each other. she’s wearing
sweats, her eyes splash red, from tears & weed. i hold three healing
crystals in my hand she asked me to tie around my sister’s dog collars.
the dogs are all sick. i don’t ask if she’s spent any time with the stones
pushed up to her heart, hoping their energy will somehow cinnamon in.
instead, i listen: love’s not supposed to end. you keep it going. that’s what my parents
do, even when my dad leaves. my mom knows he’ll be back. he always is. i
sympathize with nikiya & start doing something very strange: i trash talk
my sister: i tell nikiya that she deserves better, that my sister doesn’t
deserve her, that cheating’s a breach of trust, & nikiya should want
better. she doesn’t refute my claims. instead, she’s silent for a few
moments. then she says, i know i’m supposed to be angry. but i don’t care. i just
want to be with her. that’s all i want. i just don’t get why stacey doesn’t want to try
to work things out with me. we’re not faded love. i can still see it. why can’t she? easy
answer: because my sister’s found someone new. but i can’t tell her that.
look, i say, a group of friends & i are going out tomorrow. you should come with. you
can’t let someone make you believe you’re a slum flower.
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december 30th—10:23 am
las vegas: parking lot
when i think of dying, icarus comes to mind: a winged angel cometing
from the sky in a triple helix, unable to move or stop his descent. just
the weight of gravity pulling, pushing him to the ground. disorienting
fast & heavy. & then the impact, plop! water spilling into a tub. that’s
what i think nikiya felt when she put a bag over her face & started
inhaling. each breath, a fast skydive.
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august 1st–10:50 pm
las vegas: phoenix night club
i once dated three sunburnt military men back to back. diego was the
first. a serious man who called me dangerous art, interrupted me midsentence for a kiss. on our fourth date, he asked if i’d move away with
him after his service ended in six months. when i couldn’t answer him,
he vanished. thomas was the second. a clinically diagnosed sociopath
with an l-shaped scar on his forehead from when he fell asleep at the
wheel & crashed on the highway. usually he didn’t like hairy little lion
men like me, but i was an exception. i had a bubble gum butt that made
him go whoa. we ended when he cried about never being able to fall in
love, that everyone felt like oatmeal. then came a white boy who shopped
only at whole foods, sneered at meat eaters, & dressed in 50 shades of
beige. he said he was going to marry me after three dates & i ran away
from him later that same night, after going back to his place, where he
started licking my face, doggish & wild, his tongue slobbering around
my nose, causing me to bleed into his mouth, which only made him
smack his lips & say, you taste good. so i know why nikiya doesn’t want to
approach the girl winking at her at the club. dating is pointless to her.
she doesn’t think being single means her future’s full of possibilities like
me. she views her singleness as a time where all her possibilities have
left, taken away the moment my sister left.
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december 30th—10:30 am
things i hear from sitting on the curb
1. why would nikiya do this? how could she do this to your sister?
2. where are nikiya’s parents? do they know?
3. they’re still not answering? what are they doing that’s more
important than their fucking daughter?
4. can you take my phone? what can i say to nikiya’s aunt?
5. is it true? is she—? how?
6. how are we going to help stacey?
7. do you think stacey’s gonna need therapy?
8. if her parents show up, do you think they’ll try to hurt stacey?
9. can you check & see if my car has my glock?
10. can i see her?
11. excuse me, who found her? can you fill out this affidavit?
12. what’s gonna happen next?
13. who are those people? are those nikiya’s grandparents?
14. where the fuck are her parents?
15. look at me. nikiya’s returning to the universe now. don’t listen to all
that horse shit about heaven & hell. when we die, we all go back to
the source. that’s where nikiya’s going.

\
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august 2nd–9 pm
las vegas: driving on hightway 95
as i drive to meet with friends, i linger in the phone call that just ended. stacey
told me, nikiya showed up to her work. dress the color of lust, she sat, waited
for my sister’s shift to end. the whole time, nikiya beamed whenever she caught
my sister’s eye, sunny. a few times, they were able to talk when the restaurant
emptied, & nikiya made sure she made eyecontact with my sister, hoping stacey
would remember how they fell in love, problably. through their eyes, my sister once
said, they knew they’d reach eternity together. after my sister got off work & they
walked to the parking lot, nikiya gave my sister a card, a rose in the middle,
saying, i’m sorry i drove you away. i’m gonna fix things. my sister told her, i know you
want to, but we need space. i need to figure things out. that’s when nikiya turned, said,
who do you think you are? you think you can just break my heart & turn me into a ghost?
what kind of person does that? they argued after that in the parking lot, about their
actions. then, my sister had to reveal a little bit about her feelings toward adria:
i can’t just stop talking to adria. we have energy. something. nikiya didn’t like that answer
but instead of attacking adria, nikiya asked, so if you weren’t with this girl, you’d be
with me, right? & my sister’s answer: yes.
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december 30th—10:55 am
las vegas: parking lot
it takes seven phone calls before anyone reaches nikiya’s parents, who
only crackle over the phone. all of us spectators either sit on the curb or
stand, while officers contain the scene. i think of my grandmother, a
woman softer than tortillas, who told stories as sweet as arroz con leche,
who once had a stroke after giving birth to a stillborn in a crickety bed.
she was taken not to a hospital but to a church. there—the priest painted
her face in holy water & prayer, while her husband & eight children
riverbeded around her, hoping their tears + cries could resurrect her, like
jesus christ. she wouldn’t wake for hours, no matter how furious rosaries
were gripped or how fast they spat out promises to god. when she did
rise, the priest blessed her & my family sang, loud praise all the way
home. my grandmother never told me of this loss & i never asked her
what it meant to lose a child. but i knew how it must have felt when i
touched my abuela’s cold hands after she died. & i know nikya’s goodbye
will feel just the same to her parents. she’ll exist as the imprint of a snow
angel in their minds.
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august 5th–8:12 am
somewhere in the grand canyon
lake havasupai’s located in the grand canyon. home to the havasu, who,
according to locals, have lived there since time immemorial. but most
history books focus on their discovery by spanish explorers, who
followed the colorado river up & stumbled upon them. to get to the
camping ground, one has to hike 13 miles down to the village, & then
an additional 2 miles. we approach our campsite, sweaty, sunburnt, &
tired from lugging our supplies on our backs all morning. we set up camp
fast. nikiya wants to sleep in a hammock, & i help her put it up. according
to the directions, we have to cut rope & tie it around two trees, double,
triple knotting the ends. seems simple enough. hold the rope up, & i’ll tie it.
when we finish, the hammock resembles a ravaged cocoon. did we follow
all the directions? she asks. yes. i guess some things don’t come out like they’re
supposed to.
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december 30th—11:35 am
las vegas: parking lot
when my uncle macaido died, my cousin momo & i tried to bring him
back to life. we didn’t know yet what death meant. we knew only that
the word sounded harsh in our parents’ mouths, that each time they
managed to say it, we heard the sound of chicken bones cracking. first,
we raided the pantry & mixed spices with mayonnaise & kool-aid in a
bowl. we kept adding until momo said our mixture reminded her of
uncle macaido’s black lungs. we took that as a good sign. uncle macaido
breathed out cuban cigar air & tar, & he never listened to the doctor’s
warning, that he couldn’t keep filling his body with ash. we couldn’t find
candles so we lit a match & threw it in our bowl. we pricked our fingers
& poured our young blood into the brew. then we took our magic to my
dim-lit room, where we chanted a snake song spell, asking for our uncle’s
blood to sapphire & for him to come down from that place in the sky.
we also prayed that he wouldn’t be a vampire or have worms falling out
of his ears. we waited for him, thinking he’d come to the front door, ring
the door bell & ask for our tía, & she’d screech, pound against his chest
until she pounded all her grief into him, but he never came. instead, he
just wormed around in the ground, like nikiya will. the coroner’s van is
leaving, driving off, disappearing in the distance, taking her body to meet
the butcher.
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august 5th–10:50 am
somewhere in the grand canyon
my best friend chenay is afraid of heights. she swears humans only have
bones just to anchor us to the ground. otherwise—we’d all float up to
the sky, graveyard. that’s why she’s on her ass right now, denim shorts
traveling across gravel + dirt, moving about five centimeters a minute,
as we descend a windy mountaintop. i’m a few feet behind her & focus
on encouraging her—it’s okay, we’re almost there—rather than rushing
ahead with most of our group, spiraling down the trail fast. their hands
already wrapped around the metal chains pounded into the mtn, present
for climbers to safely decent the mtn’s vertical slope. we can hear the
rattling + clanging of their movements, which i can tell bothers chenay.
she stops moving, & i think we both imagine what slipping or letting go
of chains mean: nosediving into muddy puddles. when we reach the
chains, we see members of our group reach the canyon floor, each
assisting with an outstretched hand. & to my surprise, so do i— chenay
extends her hand as she pulls on metal: i got you. if you need help. we slink
down. not until we’re at the bottom do i notice nikiya’s still up the mtn,
& nobody’s up there to help her.
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december 30th—11:50 am
las vegas: laundry room
stacey goes with the police to nikiya’s house, to see if nikiya left a suicide
letter. my brother pj & i go back to stacey’s house. he goes straight to
the laundry room & pulls out some of his slacks: i’m going to church. you
wanna come? i tell him no, yet i watch him get dressed. he comments
about his gut as he pulls a shirt over his head: i’m getting big, huh? & then
as he fastens a belt around his jeans he says, i’m gonna be a better brother.
it’s time i step up. when he leaves, i think of his birthday 6 months before,
when i drove him to the strip. his eye’s rosy + glossy, alcohol fuming out
of him. one moment, we argued over the radio, & the next, he vomited
all over the car, all over himself. pungent, chunked dandelions. i turned
to exit the freeway, but he begged, in-between a burp, i’m good. i can still
go out, just take me. please.
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august 6th–11:20 am
somewhere in the grand canyon
according to my morning horoscope, mars is in retrograde & there’s a
war on venus. that explains all the bad luck & sadness occurring right
now. i tell nikiya this as we walk to a well two campsites away for fresh
water. my attempt at cheering her up. she’s
talking about her breakup. it’s
not fair, she cries. i just got back from spain. i don’t know why
stacey won’t just talk to me. be with me. i try to tell nikiya my
sister just needs some space, that breakups cause a lull. i also
try rationalizing with nikiya: i know you want my sister, but how can she heal
you when she’s the one hurting you?
but nikiya’s not listening, operating only with
hurt & confusion. only feeling the grave of butterflies in her belly.
we fill up our water bottles in silence, until i hear
nikiya sniffling. see her eyes are on the
edge of breaking. she struggles with twisting the
cap closed on her pack. let me get
that, i say. it’s gonna be okay.
she cries, & then starts her tirade:
it’s not fair. just not fair. i wonder if that’s that only thing
the broken-hearted can say. look, i say, life’s not fair. we know
this. she replies, but i should get a say, i—i cut her off midsentence. but we don’t. i never asked for
all the bad shit that’s happened to me. you
deal with things as they come. that’s all you can do. we
stare each other down. then,
she gestures for her water bottle back, cap
still unhinged.
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december 30th—12:07 am
las vegas: shower
i once saw in a movie hell the color of heartburn. it didn’t seem that
scary: the world was a fleshy sphincter that you could be escape—all you
had to do was close your eyes & imagine. you could count the
atmospheres + oceans into existence, fall into a river & watch how a
tadpole swishes through liquid summer. you could dream up anything. i
thought this until i watched a mexican man’s resurrection story on tv,
who claimed he visited the devil’s land after being pronounced dead.
almost tenderly, he described hell as a field of flowers—flor de llamas
everywhere, as far as the eye could see. even when you closed your eyes. & that’s how
i picture hell now. & that’s what i see every time i close my eyes in the
shower, where most people think nikiya is now. in a field on fire,
surrounded by a beauty she can’t escape, even if she closes her eyes.
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august 6th–6:45 pm
stories we tell to help with a broken heart
what my sister janice says to nikiya
i thought my second major boyfriend was the one. for real, i thought i’d
drunk some love potion because i was that happy. metamorphosis belly
in the morning. sucubus kisses. all that. & when he left me, i never
thought i’d find that again. i’d have sad stripper club blues forever. but i
did. & it’s even better this time.
what my sister’s husband joseph says to nikiya
janice & i broke up for a couple of months last year because i wasn’t
being honest with her. i don’t think i woke up one day without feeling
zooted. i had to rise with the sun every morning & tell myself, sadness is
only a paper moon. i shut myself in a chamber of reflection & decided
to work on myself. that’s what you should do.
what I say to nikiya
the other day i read about the new guinea big-eared bat, which
researchers thought was extinct for over a century. but they caught one
doing some study—don’t ask what type, i forgot—& just like that,
there’s no ending for that bat. which might happen for your relationship.
but maybe it’s the end for now.
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december 30th—12:15 pm
a timeline we put together
december 29th
• 9:20—nikiya was released from the hospital after being confined for
only 16 hours.
• 10:12— nikiya stops to pick up two helium machines + a plastic bag
+ a funnel, receipts in the trash.
• 10—10:45— nikiya writes her suicide letter at home & how she
wants her affairs arranged.
• 11:00— nikiya drives to the parking lot outside of my sister’s
complex & facetime’s my sister as she turns on the helium machines
in her car.
december 30th
• 10:07—the police declare nikiya dead.
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august 7th–10:09 am
what i think of when we talk about a dead celebrity as we hike
how people mourn

& my response to those mad at the

dead
a boy from my high school hung

a boy from my high school hung

himself one year after graduation

himself one year after graduation

at his funeral, one of our classmate’s at his funeral, one of our classmate’s
mother kept whispering to her

mother kept whispering to her

daughter, make sure you plant all

daughter, make sure you plant all

your bad thoughts with him when you

your bad thoughts with him when you

say goodbye, he’s gonna go to hell

say goodbye, he’s gonna go to hell

i remember her holding his

i remember her holding his

hardboiled hands in the casket &

hardboiled hands in the casket &

her fingers happy, crushing around

her fingers happy, crushing around

his as she waterfalled her sins out of his as she waterfalled her sins out of
her body & into his flesh’s memory
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her body & into his flesh’s memory

december 30th—12:27 pm
what my sister finds on nikiya’s search history
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august 7th–6:45 pm
what i think about while looking at the bug infested ground
wormhole, noun a. a dug out space
b. what i see in the belly of june
silkworming + punctured with
ants eating the dead: you can
look at bodies carry far away:
i imagine a belly full of puddles
painting the underground sky red
according to my sister, we’re
death, but we also travel: when a bug
bones: drags us to the other
we can rise again. wormhole, noun,
d. science i don’t understand:
two times: a rift: where one can
be reunited e. this is why we
ground: when we fall over & die
world lets us rise again f. now—
decompose: imagine angels+spirts
spreading their wings: circling
searching: bending, clawing holes:
into the world

by linsect larve: a passageway:connecting two places
heat, when i’m at my step-grandparent’s farm: the soil
black holes: the ground’s the perfect place to watch
witness how flesh tears away from tendons+bones:
deep, deep down: into violent shadows + caverns: c.
when i die: bugs worming in + out my intestines:
raining down sweet horchata: into tiny mouths
disappearing
in
gardens off our
decaying bodies
as
in
physics
traveling between
visit another place
don’t stray from
the great, grand
i see how corpses
form in the sky:
globe: looking +
hoping to dig back

think of

the
gnawing + chomping
we
will
go
through
as

your loved ones

greeting you on the
other side
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december 30th—12:35 pm
the exit bag & helium technique (aka the helium hood)
google search| helium hood| articles| wikipedia—suicide bag| vice—i
survived helium suicide| quora—is suicide by helium the best option|
wikibooks—suicide/suffocation/helium—wikibooks, open books for an
open world| assisted-dying blog—UPDATED INFORMATION: more
ways to get helium hood kits| assisted-dying blog—checked into a motel,
used helium to die peacefully| lost all hope—suicide using plastic bag &
gas: lost all hope: the web’s leading suicide resource| the daily beat—
suicide kits: the 91-year-old woman selling instant death on the internet|
national post—a canadian woman bought a suicide kit. now after a three
year legal battle she’s getting| wordpress— rational suicide (including
helium)| the EXIT euthanasia blog| finalexit—how to make your own
inert gas hood kit (PDF): ERGO bookstore| researchgate—assisted
suicide by oxygen deprivation with helium at a swiss right-to die
organization| mercatornet—california company selling helium hoods for
suicides| thefreedictionary—helium hood method—medical dictionary| the
suicide project—helium hood kit—doesn’t work!| the suicide project—
suicide stories

google search| helium hood| article previews|
used widely|the helium suicide method uses a flow of inert gas| to
prevent panic| helium, argon, & nitrogen all fulfill requirements| are
readily available| helium’s the most popular| sufficient to provide
continuous washout| it’s not always easy to find all the info| you have
to be dedicated| if you fail| you can end up brain dead| for life
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august 8th–1:29 pm
somewhere in the grand canyon
we go on our last hiking excursion at havasupai, & i have to remind
nikiya sadness has no place in the desert. look around us, i say, you’re free
here. but she protests, says escaping from my sister is impossible, that her
heart is raw. she cries. i leave her alone for a little because my mother
once told me, tears are a eucalyptus balm for the heart. after a while, i
lead her to one of the small bodies of water running through the canyon,
let the blue & green water milk the sorrow out of her feet & bury it deep
into the sandy banks. she splashes her feet in the water, silent. i sit next
to her, joke, to get over my sister, you have to become a waterfall. full of violence,
but able to offer sugar water. later, she braids her hair, announces she’s gonna
stop broadcasting her hurt. instead, she says, i’ll use the rest of this trip to try
to figure out how to walk alone in the world, find la luz. i think she finds it as
she hikes alone to the top of a waterfall, jumps off.
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december 30th—12:44 pm
las vegas: stacey’s bedroom
my best friend lina’s a dreamer. she can never go back to juarez unless
her legal status changes by the law. whenever she talks about juarez, she
unravels cookie dough with each word, hoping to sweeten her childhood
home. & i’m trying to do the same, sugar stacey’s sadness, which has my
sister in bed, blankets caved around her, curtains drawn down. she cries
out, i didn’t do enough. i didn’t help nikiya see all the light she had inside herself. i
tell her that’s not true—you committed nikiya to the hospital. warned her parents.
& you tried to be kind with her emotions. you did a lot. i choose not to remind
her of the time nikiya said, after their breakup, i never had light in me. it was
only you. all i had was you. as i attempt to cheer my sister up, my words
don’t piano out right. they feel wrong. we both could have done more.
everyone who knew nikiya could have. if i did enough, my sister begins,
pulling some blankets closer to her, she’d still be alive. not a statement i can
argue with. but i don’t have to—our mom walks in, sits at the edge of
the bed, asks, mija, how are you feeling? stacey: i don’t know. everyone keeps
asking me that. how am i supposed to feel? i only know a ghost’s in my chest. my
mother sighs, shakes her head. then she says, i’m sorry this happened, but you
need to know, nikiya didn’t love you. by doing this, she wanted you to hurt. she’s evil.
that doesn’t go over well. my sister glares, mom, you don’t know what you’re
talking about. she didn’t mean to hurt me. she was just, just—my sister fumbles
on her words. just not thinking right. my mother’s response: i’ve been around
awhile & loved a lot. & i’ve learned that when you love someone, really love someone,
you rise out of whatever hurt they put you through. you never think of scarring someone.
you don’t make the sun break up in the sky & leave someone you love in darkness.
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august 11th–3:54 pm
scholarship application: write about a famous villain & why viewing their
humanity’s important
intro
when you think of yolanda saldívar, you picture a bitter old bitch stuck
in her little carcacha, tears gobsmacked to her cheeks, holding a pistol to
her temple, howling, i didn’t mean to hurt her. my heart is a weapon that acts
alone. maybe you hear the sirens around her. see the police officers
standing beside their cars, pistols whipped out & ready to shoot. you’ll
probably focus on blood & bullet holes, a body on the floor, selena
quintanilla leaking—first onto the pavement. her insides, oceandeep.
collected by forensic teams & then later scrubbed away by a hotel maid,
who may be humming one of selena’s tunes: cause i’m dreaming, of you
tonight.
body
you’ll see the ambulance: the medics administering oxygen into selena’s
mouth, placing white bandages onto her abdomen, q-tipping her
wounds. you won’t detail the surgery or count all of the wormholes the
doctors make into selena’s body because you’ll picture selena’s mother,
eyes puffy, fists clenched around crumpled tissues, screaming at nurses,
please, please let my baby stay. you’ll only have a flash of her father, see how
he’s splitting his lip open with his teeth. your thoughts will whisk away
by the heart monitor going flat in the operating room, loud. startling.
perhaps even louder than the bullets yolanda shot into selena, because a
heart beat lost is louder than anything.
conclusion
you want yolanda to rot. to stay in jail. maybe you even hope she kills
herself. it’s what she deserves, you say. how else can you hang up your teardrops to
dry if she’s still alive? & i tell you this: people are hurricanes, like my tia
ninfa, who i used to mistake for yolanda growing up because they share
similar faces. a woman who pushed my mother down a flight of stairs
during a fight, a woman my siblings ran from, a woman who once gently
caressed foam out of my eyes in the bath, & said. mijo, it’s okay to be soft.
not like other boys. you just have to remember: you have a sun inside you. hold your
hand to your chest to feel its warmth. don’t ever let someone steal it. promise me.
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you’re dead so everything’s about you
my sister puts on her typical warpaint for nikiya’s funeral, jeans, a
teeshirt, & shoes. she won’t dress in black or butterfly her face up with
bright colors & powders. there’s no point, she tells me, nikiya says the funeral
is going to be a joke. my sister reveals she spoke to her psychic. during their
reading, my sister asked how nikiya feels about having a funeral even
though she wrote against it in her suicide letter. nikiya let out a deep,
bellied laugh, according to pam, then told my sister, la conocees mi alma. &
she’s right. the slide show memorial only includes photos of nikiya’s
youth, when she was interested in chasing kites, softball, & boys—things
she grew out of & blew away into the past. & my sister fumes: they didn’t
know her at all. this is how you destroy an angel. i squeeze my sister’s hand &
think about funerals, how they should be a disco for the dead. funerals
shouldn’t be a sob feast full of lies. a funeral’s where your loved one
pushes back death’s door, twirls with you down memory, gives you
whisky kisses, & wipes away your tears. when we leave the funeral, my
sister’s face is a puddle, & i know that’s not the case. & i blame nikiya.
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you’re dead so everything’s about you
i’ll worry for weeks nikiya’s parents will try for street justice & kill my
sister. they’ll blame my sister for nikiya’s death, so it’s not out of the
realm of possibility. hell, even her raisining grandma screamed at my
sister, it was your fault! why couldn’t you just have loved her? why did you leave
nikiya to crescent in the sky? my sister’s best friend kim shares my paranoia.
she let my sister know, you ain’t going anywhere near them without me or my
glock. if they try something, i’ll make thunderclaps. which only causes my fear
to grow. so i think of the long days ahead for nikiya’s parents, how their
eyes turn redder than the sun from lack of sleep, how they think every
day, if only nikiya never met my sister, then she’d still be alive—which
causes crescent moon tears heavy with revenge plots. & i’ll spiral. every
sound i hear at night has their sinner grins.
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you’re dead so everything’s about you
my grandmother’s name tastes like chilled coca cola whenever my dad
mentions her. i can’t do the same as him. when i remember my grandma,
i think of our last phone call the day before she passed, where she told
me in-between sobs, i don’t want to die. my dad tells me i should take refuge
in the good, that i can’t dwell on sadness: it’s all about your heart. she’s a
gentle roar in there & that’s all you need to listen to. he once was sad like me,
but grandma told him not to be. she came to him in a dream, in a silk
nightgown, with shooting stars as eyes, & said, look at me. this is how i want
you to remember me. i’m happy. ever since then i‘ve wondered if the dead
give goodbyes. maybe that’s why my sister wakes me at three in the
morning crying, saying, nikiya just came to me in my dream. she was facetiming
me from her car. she looked so beautiful. she did that for me, so i could remember her
this way. my sister doesn’t have to talk about the old way, how nikiya’s
eyes had the stars of life blown out, how her jaw slacked & her tongue
fell from her mouth, inching away from the death already cannibalizing
her insides.
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you’re dead so everything’s about you
my sister visits her psychic pam again & learns nikiya didn’t mean to die.
she didn’t think her plan would work. she thought she’d wake up after a
few hours, dewy, with condensation stuck to her cheeks, & she’d be able
to talk to everyone about her hurt. she thought she’d be able to tear the
plastic off from her face & for her first breath, nikiya would be able to
take a big, loud, inhale, which would go windy down her throat. & she’d
be able to lay there, in the backseat, breathing heavy + hard, staring up
at her car’s roof, thinking she’d say to everyone: i didn’t mean to scare you
like that. oops
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december 30th—12:53 pm
a segment of nikiya’s suicide letter
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august 13th—4:27 pm
las vegas: stacey’s bedroom
when i was ten years old my father had a vasectomy & left my second
step-mother anne-marie during church, fresh speckles of pink pan dulce
still on her lips, after he learned she filled with a baby not my dad’s. my
tia’s told me, remember how to forgive. i couldn’t end up like my father,
swearing love only cheats. forgiveness, my father explained, is a parlor trick.
reach into a black hat & pull out a smile. shuffle a deck of cards until you
lose track of your hurt. saw yourself in half & think you’re still whole
even when you’re split. now, say the magic words—i’m fine—& you
should be fixed. i remind stacey of dad’s philosophy as she deliberates if
she should text adria or not. you can’t trust her anymore, i say, you know you
won’t be able to look at her the same. my sister agrees: i know. i’m done with her.
i just want to know why adria didn’t tell me. she knew about nikiya & i. i was
upfront about everything. adria’s secret—she has a girlfriend. who was
deployed for a few months but just arrived back into town. my sister
tried to surprise adria by bringing adria lunch, & when my sister knocked
on the door, adria’s bull-shark girlfriend answered. if my sister were
younger, she would have used her boxing training to beat adria & her
girlfriend’s ass. but she restrained herself, yelled only a few times at adria
& then took off. adria probably wanted the world, i say to my sister, trying to
rationalize adria’s actions. my sister shakes her head, it’s just so stupid. all
this hurt we caused was a waste. for nothing.
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you’re dead so everything’s about you
my mother says, grief gives your body the shakes. i think she’s talking about
how sorrow bubbles in your throat & vibrates your spine. i won’t know
she’s referring to becoming sick. two days after we find nikiya dead,
stacey’s rushed to the er in the middle of the night, her breathing
staggered, her organs failing from lack of air. when she gets better, small,
pink, watermelon-seed hives erupt on her neck. then, her eyes puff red.
my sister stresses, thinking a dynamite stick went off in her belly & her
health is a paperweight. my mother calms her down & tells her that the
world will smell like lavender & feel like velvet again. you just have to wait,
mija. this is what the body does. later she tells me, this is how your body gets rid
of people. & i’ll think my sister’s illnesses are her body’s last hymn for
nikiya. the same for my body. why my hands started shed skin randomly,
peeling off the memory of nikiya & me salsa dancing only days before
her death—all twirls, all hip-shaking, all laugher, no longer wrapped in
my palms.
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you’re dead so everything’s about you
jr. had a heart attack & died, my mother says over the phone. he was a good
dog. a good boy. she cries smoke, a mixture of small puffs & long drags. i
don’t respond or reach into my stomach to pull out sunflower
sympathies for her, what she wants: my voice sweet gin, according to my
mother, & all her problems need gin, just a little. she sobs. for moments.
until she tells me how her feet hurt from work & how her supervisor’s
satan’s forgotten child. i wish i had a stopwatch so i could’ve timed how
long she mourned our dog, with us for ten years. my mother continues
rambling but i think of the first time we saw jr. in the pound. look at him,
my mother said, he’s a tootsie roll. my mother’s voice rises & shakes. this
girl has no respect. she’s twenty-five & thinks because she’s my supervisor she can
talk to me any way. she may be in charge, but i’m a mother. i support my mother
with gin-talk. i tell her that her supervisor wasn’t raised right, that maybe
one day she’ll learn how to be good. i don't tell her i imagine her
supervisor dead & my mother yelling to strangers, good! good! she was good!
my responses satisfy my mother & she tells me goodbye. before she
hangs up, she repeats, i’m sorry mijo. jr. was a good boy. a good dog. i wonder
if good is all you can say about the dead. she ends the call & i think of
the parking lot where nikiya killed herself. i think of nikiya’s grandma,
how her grandmother’s bones popped as she ran after the mortuary van
taking away her granddaughter’s body, how her grandma’s cane fell from
her hands after a few steps, how she fell to the ground, how shattered
on the pavement, her grandma wailed, she was a good girl. a good girl.
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january 5th—10:27 am
las vegas: stacey’s living room
nikiya’s last act rests on my sister’s kitchen counter: white tulips. nikiya
ordered them right after facetiming my sister, as she attempted to kill
herself. which means she received all of my sister’s frantic messages but
chose to ignore them, which also means she stopped her suicide midact, to order flowers from a florist. my sister’s favorite. scent whipped
cream. a flower of light. we only found this out when we started going
through nikiya’s phone log earlier this morning, after the flowers showed
up, no note attached. my sister originally thought adria sent them
because adria’s been messaging non-stop—please, i ended things. can we
groove with each other again? but something from the beyond told her it was
from nikiya, & it was. that’s why my sister keeps pressing her nose
against the tulips, imagining, i think, the petals nikiya’s hands, reaching
out from the universe, a soft touch working to ease any of my sister’s
sadness.
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august 14th—10:33 pm
las vegas: stacey’s living room
i check instagram & there—nikia & stacey are smiling, drinking green
smoothies. a sight from the past stumbling back into the present. they’re
getting lunch & going to a yoga class later. when my sister told me this,
i asked, so are you guys gonna, like work on things? stacey shook her head, not
right now. we just need to work on being friends again. something i agreed with.
my sister went on to say, i don’t know if we’ll date again. i just need time to heal,
from everything. & i need to show nikiya that i want her in my future, in someway.
i just hope she’s okay with whatever my choice may be.
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january 5th—12:17 pm
las vegas: stacey’s bedroom
my sister’s been talking to nikiya, mostly though meditation. if you find
your center & let go, my sister says, you can look into the beyond. that’s how she
talks to nikiya, her eyes closed & shoulders slack. they meet on a small
island, like one she visited with nikiya in spain. green & lush & vibrant.
& that’s why i don’t disturb my sister with a birthday cupcake i just
bought. she’s in her bedroom, eyes closed, legs crossed, a candle burning.
i walk away imagining nikiya floating above my sister. nikiya’s hair like
the ocean, wavy like the sea spun around my sister in a blanket. nikiya’s
eyes crowded with the cosmos, filled with so many stars.
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august 15th—12:17 pm
las vegas: momo’s house
whenever we had family get togethers, my cousin momo & i played
buffy. one of us would pretend to be a slayer, the other a vampire. we
never dressed up in 90s black-jeep-metallic pants or tried to look like the
characters, which often made our parents confused when they tried to
understand our game: they just saw two kids wearing looney tunes
teeshirts running into the street, calling each other nonsensical names,
like kakestos, sharpening sticks into stakes, fighting. that’s what we did
most—we punched & kicked at the other, even bit. sometimes too hard.
we also fought about how you could kill the dead. stakes killed vampires.
magic killed vampires. guns killed about anything. but poison wouldn’t
work. it’d just raindrop out of the undead. at best, momo said, it would
leave someone with maggot brain. i didn’t agree with her: poison made
anyone’s stomach cherry-bomb open, dead or alive, movies said so. a
few times, we tried adding special effects to our game. as we staked one
another, we threw dirt from the ground around us, pretending to
become dust, which sometimes got caught in our mouths, in our eyes.
momo & i recount our buffy days to each another at a family bbq. i watch
momo stuff her face with rice & beans, & notice dirt salt-shaken on her
clothes, in her hands, blown onto her from the wind outside. i think
about my favorite buffy one-liner—i’m buffy & you’re history!—which i
recited whenever i killed momo, & i think that history didn’t disappear
when someone died like the show made me believe. you could see it on
your clothes, in your hands, in momo’s fingers. even if you shake it off
& it falls to the floor, it’ll attach to someone else’s shoe & walk into the
world, still living.
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